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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
Historically, interest in the therapeutic implications of angiogenesis has centred on the inhibition
of neo-vascularization to delay tumour growth (Folkman 1971) and metastasis (Weiss, Orr et al.
1989). However, more recently, there has been growing interest in the research and development
of drugs capable of stimulating new vascular growth in under-perfused tissues and
cardiovascular-related ischaemic disorders. Narrowing or occlusion of blood supply to vascular
beds characterizes ischaemic disorders of the coronary and peripheral vasculature. Current
treatment options generally aim to re-establish blood flow through the affected vascular beds by
expanding occluded vessels such that occurs in atherosclerosis, or coronary bypass surgery
when multiple vascular beds (arteries) of the myocardium are affected (Schomig, Kastrati et al.
1994). Well-established thrombolytic therapies (Rutherford and Braunwald 1990), reperfusion
therapies (Maroko, Libby et al. 1972) and vascular stent-based interventions (Al Suwaidi,
Berger et al. 2000) provide symptomatic relief in a majority of myocardial ischaemic patients.
However, a subset of patients with advanced-stage disease remain ineligible for such therapies,
and inflammatory mediated-reperfusion injuries (Carden and Granger 2000) and micro-vascular
rarefaction (Greene, Tonellato et al. 1989) prevent efficient restoration of blood flow to the
myocardium.

The lack of effective non-invasive pro-angiogenic therapies highlights our need for a
comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms underlying new vascular growth and its
protective role in ischaemic disease. Specifically, within ischaemic myocardium, de novo
formation of micro-vessels has the potential to salvage under-perfused tissue at early stages post
myocardial injury, as well as long-term ventricular remodelling to prevent the transition to heart
failure (van der Laan, Piek et al. 2009, She, Xia et al. 2012).

1.1 Mechanisms of blood vessel growth
Blood vessel formation is a highly regulated physiological process that occurs by several
mechanisms, including: vasculogenesis, angiogenesis and arteriogenesis (Semenza 2007). The
earliest blood vessel formation in embryogenesis arises by vasculogenesis, which refers to the
formation of blood vessels from endothelial stem cells or angioblasts that proliferate into denovo endothelial cells (Patan 2004). This process is differentiated from angiogenesis that is
defined as the generation of new capillary blood vessels from pre-existing micro-vessels (Risau
1997). Angiogenesis is important for expanding and maintaining the vascular bed initially
formed by vasculogenesis. This process is opposed to arteriogenesis, the maturation and
enlargement of blood vessels and collateral growth, by recruitment of mural cells (pericytes or
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vascular smooth muscle cells) to line pre-formed vessels (Heil, Eitenmuller et al. 2006).
Arteriogenesis is the primary determinant of flow-mediated remodelling and diameter
enlargement of pre-existing arteries (Helisch and Schaper 2003). Beginning from the post-natal
period and onwards, both angiogenesis and arteriogenesis become the prominent mediators of
neo-vascularization and re-vascularization within ischaemic tissues (Carmeliet and Jain 2011).
Angiogenesis in particular plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of various diseases,
accelerating biological processes requiring increased vascularization such as in wound healing,
ischaemia and myocardial infarction (MI).

1.2 Angiogenesis
After formation of the primary vascular plexus by vasculogenesis, more sprouting endothelial
cells are generated by angiogenesis. Quiescent endothelial cells (ECs) become activated upon
exposure to angiogenic signals, such as hypoxia, nitric oxide (NO) and growth factors (e.g.
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), NOTCH, angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2) and fibroblast
growth factor (FGF)) (Munoz-Chapuli, Quesada et al. 2004). Activated ECs loosen their cellcell junctions and mural cells detach from the vascular wall, enabling blood vessels to dilate.
This results in increased vascular permeability and extravasation of plasma proteins that form a
temporary matrix onto which ECs migrate by chemotaxis. These migrating ECs differentiate
into guiding tip cells, and their neighbouring ECs become proliferating stalk cells. Tip cells
guide the direction of sprouting, while stalk cells proliferate to elongate the sprout (Gerhardt,
Golding et al. 2003). Activated ECs also secrete growth factors and proteolytic enzymes that
further help to dissolve the extracellular matrix (ECM), hence releasing stored growth factors,
which potentiate endothelial cell proliferation (Risau 1997). Ultimately a mature vessel lumen is
formed, and increased expression of anti-angiogenic factors (e.g. platelet-derived growth factor
(PDGF), sphingosine-1-phosphate-1 (S1P1) and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)), and
mural cells are recruited to stabilize the vessel and initiate blood flow (Carmeliet and Jain 2011)
(figure 1.1). Previous studies have also implicated bone-marrow derived endothelial progenitor
cells (EPCs) in promoting angiogenesis, by homing and incorporating into vascular walls and
myocardium, however their significance is not well understood (Takahashi, Kalka et al. 1999,
Kocher, Schuster et al. 2001).

1.3 Angiogenesis in the compromised heart
Under normal physiological conditions, efficient perfusion provided by micro-vessels is
required for cardiomyocyte (CM) growth, survival and contractile function. However, under
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increased workload conditions or injury as occurs during MI, aortic valve diseases, chronic
hypertension and cardiomyopathy, the limited regenerative capacity of the myocardium remains
a major impediment for repair. Because CMs exit the cell cycle soon after birth with recent
evidence suggesting as late as preadolescence (post-natal day 15) in mice (Naqvi, Li et al.
2014), post-natal growth of the myocardium is achieved predominantly via hypertrophy of
individual CMs (Maillet, van Berlo et al. 2013). Therefore damage to the myocardium during
adulthood is physiologically irreparable by CM cell replacement.
Following myocardial injury, increased physiological and hemodynamic burden on the
ischaemic myocardium results in a series of adaptive cardiac remodelling events that trigger the
morphological transformation of CMs into mechanically stretched and hypertrophied cells
(Porrello, Widdop et al. 2008). CM enlargement causes an increase in myocardial mass that
functions as an adaptive means of reducing ventricular wall and septal stress when in response
to increased workload and injury. Due to physiological expansion of the myocardium, the
necessary microvasculature and oxygen demand required to maintain enlarged CM integrity is
increased, thereby promoting myocardial angiogenesis through a crosstalk between CMs and
neighbouring ECs. Although the direct mechanism mediating this CM-EC crosstalk is not well
elucidated, previous studies have suggested the angiogenesis-activating growth factor VEGF,
plays a critical role in stimulating vascular growth through its selectively expressed VEGF
receptor (VEGFR) on the surface of ECs (Zhao, Zhao et al. 2010) (Shiojima, Sato et al. 2005).
Based on data collected from morphometry of hypertrophied hearts in animal models subjected
to pressure overload, capillary microvasculature and CMs grew in proportion to myocardial
mass (Anversa, Levicky et al. 1983). These results suggest that abrogation of an adaptive
increase in capillary and CM growth relative to myocardial mass would otherwise instigate
ischaemia. In a separate study, inhibition of angiogenesis by a decoy VEGFR-2 in mouse hearts
undergoing transgenically induced hypertrophy presented with reduced capillary density,
contractile dysfunction, impaired cardiac growth and accelerated heart failure (Shiojima, Sato et
al. 2005). In the setting of myocardial hypertrophy, both studies reported myocardial growth and
contractile function as dependent upon angiogenesis.
In our study, we investigated the mechanism responsible for enhanced angiogenesis in a
previously developed transgenic (TG) mouse model with cardiac-restricted overexpression of
the alpha1A-adrenergic receptor (α1A-AR) by 66-fold (Lin, Owens et al. 2001) at baseline, and
under ischaemic conditions induced by MI.
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Figure 1.1. Cellular steps involved in angiogenesis. Hypoxia induces the production of
angiogenic factors NO, VEGF and Ang-2, that interact with proteases in the ECM to
enhance EC permeability, migration, degradation of the ECM, tubule formation by
sprouting, and maturation of the vessel wall by action of pericytes and anti-angiogenic
factors (image modified from Clapp, Thebault et al. (2009)).
1.4 α1-Adrenergic receptors
Adrenergic receptors (ARs) are 7-transmembrane G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) that
bind to and are activated by the endogenous catecholamines, epinephrine and norepinephrine
(NE). Circulating epinephrine is primarily produced by the adrenal gland, whereas NE is
synthesized and secreted by sympathetic nerve terminals in the peripheral nervous system
(Molinoff 1984). In the adult human myocardium, the two primary ARs are the β-ARs that
comprise approximately 90% of the total cardiac ARs, and α1-ARs that account for 10%, with
evidence of α2-ARs preferentially expressed in coronary arteries (Chilian 1991) (figure 1.2). The
cardiac β1-ARs that form the predominant β-AR subtype; mediate positive inotropic and
chronotropic responses to sympathetic stimulation of the heart. However in the failing human
myocardium where sympathetic activity and circulating norepinephrine levels are increased
(Cohn, Levine et al. 1984), long-term β1-AR activation exacerbates LV remodelling (Bristow
2000).
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Although α1-ARs also mediate a positive inotropic response in the healthy heart that is weak
compared to β1-ARs, numerous studies have indicated that long-term α1-AR-mediated inotropic
effects in the adult can counteract the negative effects of overstimulation of β1-ARs during heart
failure (Skomedal, Borthne et al. 1997). The α1-AR consists of three subtypes, the α1A-, α1B- and
α1D- that are all expressed in the heart in a cell-type specific pattern (figure 1.2). All three α1-AR
subtypes are GPCRs, with α1A- and α1B- being able to couple to the Gq/11 (Gαq) family of Gproteins, and activate phospholipase Cβ1 (PLC β1) at the CM plasma membrane leading to
increases in inositol (1,4,5) triphosphate (IP3)/calcium signalling and PKC activation
(Woodcock, Du et al. 2008). Interestingly, under pathological settings such as MI and heart
failure, cardiac α1-AR levels progressively increase from 11% in the healthy human
myocardium, to approximately 25%, compared to β1-ARs that become desensitized and downregulated (Bohm, Diet et al. 1988, Feldman 1993). Given that sympathetic stimulation is
increased in heart failure, α1-ARs may function in a compensatory manner to sustain adrenergic
activity when β1-ARs are down-regulated.

       





 




























Figure 1.2. Adrenergic receptor subtypes of the cardiovascular system. The present study
will discuss the role of cardiac-specific α1A-AR (red) in stimulating angiogenesis.
1.4.1 α1-adrenergic receptor expression in the myocardium
The myocardium of most mammalian species, including humans expresses the α1-ARs at the
protein and mRNA level. In humans and mice, all three α1-AR subtypes are detected at constant
levels, however in the rat myocardium α1-AR protein levels are approximately 10-fold higher
(Steinfath, Danielsen et al. 1992), suggesting that the mouse is a more appropriate model to
approximate α1-AR-induced myocardial function in the human myocardium. Due to the lack of
validated α1-AR subtype-specific antibodies, TG animal models and ligand binding studies are
primarily used to determine cell-type specific expression of α1-ARs.
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In a study conducted by McCloskey, Turnbull et al. (2003), langendorff perfused hearts from
TG mice with global gene deletion of cardiac α1A-ARs and α1B-ARs (α1ABKO) displayed a lack
of binding to the α1-AR antagonist [3H] prazosin, and CMs were unresponsive to the α1-AR
agonist phenylephrine. This data confirmed the localized expression of α1A-ARs and α1B-ARs on
CMs, as well as their critical role in CM stimulation.
Ligand-binding studies have further revealed α1B-ARs to be predominantly expressed in CMs
compared to α1A-ARs at a 2-4:1 ratio (Rokosh, Stewart et al. 1996). Apart from CMs, α1B-ARs
are also reported in coronary endothelial cells and may regulate vasodilation and angiogenesis
(Jensen, Swigart et al. 2010). Whereas α1A-ARs of the myocardium are found to be exclusively
expressed on CM, with one study showing evidence of α1A-AR expression in rat aortic
adventitial cells (Faber, Yang et al. 2001).
Interestingly, CMs of all species express mRNA from the three α1-AR subtypes, however only
α1A-AR and α1B-AR proteins are detected (O'Connell, Ishizaka et al. 2003). In humans and
rodents, the α1D-AR is reported to be present in coronary smooth muscle cells responsible for
regulating coronary vasoconstriction. Previous studies have demonstrated this with evidence of
reduced LV pressure and coronary flow mediated by α1-AR stimulation in isolated α1ABKO
hearts, as well as an absence of α1D-AR binding in explanted human hearts (Jensen, Swigart et
al. 2009). The α1-AR subtype expression levels mentioned above occur under normal
physiological conditions, however in pathological heart failure and myocardial injury, α1-AR
loss-of-function animal models have demonstrated their critical role in adaptation.
Specifically, a pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy model involving transverse aortic
constriction (TAC) in α1ABKO mice lacking α1A-AR and α1B-AR binding, displayed induced
CM apoptosis, interstitial fibrosis, dilated cardiomyopathy and heart failure, highlighting the
protective role of α1-ARs (Huang, Wright et al. 2007). However these results prove limiting in
their ability to determine whether the adverse outcomes after TAC were caused directly by loss
of α1-ARs in CMs, or which subtype(s) were required for eliciting the adaptive response to
stress. Cardiac-restricted overexpression of the α1B-AR in mouse models has been associated
with enhanced myocardial function in the absence of hypertrophy, establishing α1B-AR as a
regulator of cardioprotection (O'Connell, Ishizaka et al. 2003, O'Connell, Swigart et al. 2006).
By contrast, given the lack of in vivo data on the role of the cardiac-specific α1A-AR, the present
study utilized a previously developed mouse line from our lab with targeted overexpression of
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the α1A-AR by 66-fold (Lin, Owens et al. 2001). Phenotypically, the adult TG mice have
presented with enhanced myocardial contractility and increased myocardial capillary density at
baseline compared to their non-transgenic littermates (NTLs), which led us to investigate the
role of cardiac-specific α1A-AR in stimulating angiogenesis.
1.4.2 α1A-Adrenergic receptor rodent models
To determine the role of α1A-ARs in mediating angiogenesis within the normal and
compromised myocardium, transgenic (TG) mice with a cardiac-specific α1A-AR overexpression
(66-fold) were used. TG mice on a FVB/N genetic background were previously generated using
the rat α-myosin heavy chain (MHC) promoter to allow for cardiac-specific α1A-AR
overexpression (Lin, Owens et al. 2001). TG Sprague-Dawley rats with 40-fold overexpression
of cardiac-specific α1A-AR were also developed and utilized in collaboration with Dr Stephen F.
Vatner and team, from the Cardiovascular Research Institute at Rutgers New Jersey medical
school, Newark, NJ (Zhao, Park et al. 2012). For the present study, greater emphasis was placed
on mouse data given that human myocardium, like that of the mouse but unlike that of the rat,
expresses only very low levels of α1-ARs (~12 fmol/mg protein) (Steinfath, Chen et al. 1992).
From the TG mice generated, two founder lines with primary cardiac-specific α1A-AR overexpression were designated A1A1 with a 170-fold increase in CM α1A-AR and A1A2 with a 66fold increase in CM α1A-AR receptor overexpression. Both A1A1 and A1A2 mice displayed
increased myocardial contractility with no evidence of hypertrophy (Lin, Owens et al. 2001),
despite previous evidence implicating α1A-AR to be a mediator of hypertrophy (Rokosh, Stewart
et al. 1996). The markedly enhanced contractility was evidenced echocardiographically by:
increased fractional shortening with a decrease in LV dimensions, and increased dP/dtmax that
could not be further augmented by β-AR stimulation (Lin, Owens et al. 2001). This was
contrasted to cardiac-specific wild-type α1B-AR overexpression, which display impaired
contractility and pathological hypertrophy (Jensen, O'Connell et al. 2011). The hypercontractile
phenotype was directly related to α1A-AR overexpression that could be completely reversed by
α1A-AR inhibition via KMD-3213 infusion (Lin, Owens et al. 2001). Moreover, no change in
hypercontractility was observed with β-AR blockade, suggesting a separate α1A-AR-Gqmediated downstream pathway was taking place (Lin, Owens et al. 2001).
Interestingly, A1A2 mice with heightened α1A-AR activity displayed improved survival in
response to pressure overload induced by TAC or MI (Du, Fang et al. 2004, Du, Gao et al.
2006) (table 1.1). This was contrasted to A1A1 mice during post-myocardial injury, where
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cardiac fibrosis ensued and survival was reduced (Chaulet, Lin et al. 2006), further emphasizing
A1A2 as a therapeutically more suitable model for investigating the protective effects of α1A-AR
and its potential involvement in myocardial angiogenesis (introduction 1.6). Note. A1A2 mice
were used for the present study.
Table 1.1. α1A-AR gain-of-function transgenic rodent models.
α1A-AR (fold level) with promoter
TG mice expressing the wild-type (WT) rat
α1A-AR (170-fold) under the rat α-myosin
heavy chain (MHC) promoter
TG mice expressing the wild-type (WT) rat
α1A-AR (66-fold) under the rat α-myosin heavy
chain (MHC) promoter
TG rats expressing the wild-type (WT) rat α1AAR (40-fold) under the rat α-myosin heavy
chain (MHC) promoter

Findings and references
Increased myocardial contractility, no
hypertrophy (Lin, Owens et al. 2001).
Increased protection against myocardial
infarction (MI) and transverse aortic
constriction (TAC) (Du, Fang et al. 2004,
Du, Gao et al. 2006).
Increased protection against ischaemiareperfusion following coronary artery
occlusion for 30 minutes (Zhao, Park et al.
2012)

1.5 Myocardial infarction
MI is one of the world’s leading causes of death and disability, and if left untreated often
manifests into end-stage heart failure and eventual death. MI is defined by the world health
organization (WHO) as the presence of myocardial necrosis due to prolonged ischaemia
(Mendis, Thygesen et al. 2011). Majority of MIs occur as a result of coronary atherosclerosis,
with more than 90% possessing an intraluminal thrombus that is most commonly caused by
plaque rupture and a small subset caused by plaque erosion, ulceration, fissuring or dissection
(Thygesen, Alpert et al. 2012). Onset of myocardial ischaemia is the initial step in the
development of MI and results from an imbalance between oxygen supply and demand due to
blockage of one or more coronary arteries. The resulting decrease in perfusion and oxygen
supply to the myocardium further precipitates CM cell death in as little as 40 minutes in humans
(Burke and Virmani 2007).
The acute loss of myocardium post-MI results in a rapid increase in loading conditions that
initiate reparative changes in the form of Left Ventricular (LV) remodelling (figure 1.3). During
LV remodelling, molecular, cellular and interstitial changes manifest clinically into changes in
shape, size and function of the myocardium. These changes initially (within the first 72 hours
after infarct) occur as a compensatory and adaptive phase, aimed at reducing wall stress and
maintaining cardiac output (Korup, Dalsgaard et al. 1997). However in the event of pro-longed
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LV remodelling (beyond 72 hours after infarct) these beneficial changes are lost and ventricular
function declines, often manifesting into heart failure (Koul, Bess et al. 2009).

1.5.1 Early LV remodelling (within 72 hours post-MI)
Immediately after MI, the interruption of arterial perfusion due to coronary vessel occlusion
causes the death of CMs to ensue. These CMs die by necrosis and apoptosis, and due to the
limited proliferative capability of adult CMs, there is an overall reduction in CM number within
the myocardium (Hassink, Pasumarthi et al. 2008). In the next stage of remodelling, ischaemic
CMs release intracellular proteins into circulation that offset an inflammatory response.
Inflammatory cells, including neutrophils, lymphocytes and macrophages infiltrate the infarct
zone (area of necrosis), to clear the wound of necrotic CMs, as well as activating serine
proteases and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) that mediate the degradation of type I and III
collagen proteins responsible for forming the ECM scaffold coupling CMs to their capillary
microvasculature (Cleutjens, Kandala et al. 1995, Frangogiannis, Youker et al. 1996). The
digestion of collagen intercellular scaffolds, results in slippage of necrotic myofilaments that
cause infarct expansion, LV dilatation and increased wall stress (Olivetti, Capasso et al. 1990).
In an attempt to counterbalance the distending forces of increased wall stress, non-proliferating
CMs become hypertrophied through activation of mechanoreceptors sensitive to myocardial
stretch (Komuro 2000). Infarct expansion also promotes deformation of hypoperfused
myocardial tissue adjacent to the infarct region termed ‘border zone’ and distal viable
myocardium termed ‘remote zone’, altering the Frank/Starling mechanism (Holubarsch, Ruf et
al. 1996) and perturbing myocardial circulation (Jackson, Gorman et al. 2002). Such alterations
to hemodynamics trigger catecholamine release, as well as activation of the renin-angiotensin
system (RAS) and downstream secretion of angiotensin II (Ang II) that further potentiates
hypertrophy (Lijnen and Petrov 2003). Studies have associated enhanced norepinephrine (NE)
release from the adrenal medulla as contributing directly to the LV remodelling hypertrophic
response by activation of the α1-adrenergic receptors (α1-ARs) via the Gαq-dependent signalling
pathway (O'Connell, Swigart et al. 2006, Papay, Shi et al. 2013). It has also been shown, that
increased wall stress as a hypertrophic stimulus triggers the re-expression of foetal genes coding
for atrial and brain natriuretic peptides (ANP and BNP); two well-established hypertrophic
biomarkers involved in contractility (Federico 2010).
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1.5.2 Late LV remodelling (within 72 hours post-MI)
During the late phase of ventricular remodelling, resident cardiac fibroblasts comprising the
most abundant cell-type in the myocardium, proliferate and secrete excessive type I and III
collagen in the infarct zone (Spinale 2007). Increased collagen deposition results in a surplus of
ECM and by day 28 necrotic CMs are almost entirely replaced by fibrotic scar tissue with a
diminished oxygen diffusion capacity (Cleutjens, Kandala et al. 1995). As the myocardium
scarifies and remodels in order to equilibrate the distending forces, maintain tensile strength and
prevent cardiac rupture, the geometry of the myocardium also changes from an elliptical shape
to a spherical shape with regional thinning and progressive dilatation (Braunwald and Pfeffer
1991). Although LV remodelling initially occurs as an adaptive and highly-plastic response to
MI, the increase in LV volume, heightened metabolic demand due to increased CM crosssectional area (exceeding the distance across which oxygen can diffuse), and infarct expansion
that are not matched by angiogenesis, leads to impaired contractility (Vatner 1988, Friehs and
del Nido 2003). Functionally, the process also leads to a maladaptive decrease in ejection
fraction, and increased LV end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes (White, Norris et al. 1987,
Gaudron, Eilles et al. 1993). Depending upon the size, transmural spread of the infarct and
extent of myocardial ischaemia, attenuated LV remodelling post-MI with unmatched vascular
(capillary density) and metabolic demand leads to heart failure with high predisposition to
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.
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Myocardial injury (e.g. MI,
pressure overload)

Cardiomyocyte
loss

Cardiomyocyte
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Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of the mechanisms involved in cardiac remodelling
post-myocardial injury. In response to MI, the myocardium undergoes a series of
pathophysiological changes including: CM loss due to cell death by necrosis and apoptosis,
CM hypertrophy, and excess ECM collagen deposition leading to fibrosis. Failure to meet
the increased metabolic demand and efficient myocardial perfusion of the adaptive heart,
results in myocardial dysfunction and heart failure (Image modified from Burchfield, Xie et
al. (2013)).
1.6 Alpha1A-adrenergic receptor-mediated cardioprotection
Early studies using AR agonists on cultured neonatal rat CMs identified the α1A-AR subtype to
be an inducer of hypertrophy in CMs (Knowlton, Michel et al. 1993). More recently however, in
vitro studies have implicated α1A-AR activation as an adaptive and cardioprotective process in
preconditioning against hypoxia, and prevention of apoptosis and necrosis. The α1A-AR subtype
alone has been shown to sufficiently regress cell death through survival signalling and
adaptation to myocardial stress. This was demonstrated in vitro by Huang, Wright et al. (2007),
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whereby adenoviral reconstitution of the α1A-AR subtype but not the α1B-AR in cultured CMs
from α1ABKO adult male mice rescued the phenotype from apoptosis that was induced by toxic
stimuli including: norepinephrine, doxorubicin and H2O2.
Of particular interest, cardiac-specific α1A-AR overexpression in mice abrogated LV
remodelling and reduced heart failure deaths in TG mice subjected to TAC for 12 weeks
compared to their NTLs (Du, Fang et al. 2004). This was attributed to heightened contractility
contributing to enhanced inotropy and better-preserved LV contractile function. In addition, α1AAR overexpression in mice failed to develop the hypertrophy described by Knowlton, Michel et
al. (1993) and also did not augment the development of pressure-overload hypertrophy when
compared to their NTLs (Du, Fang et al. 2004).
In a similar study α1A-AR TG mice subjected to MI for 15 weeks displayed preserved LV
function and less severe ventricular remodelling compared to their NTLs, as evidenced by
reduced changes in fractional shortening and left ventricular diastolic dysfunction (LVDd) (Du,
Gao et al. 2006). Enhanced inotropy as a direct result of α1A-AR overexpression was maintained
long-term after MI and contributed to a decrease in acute heart failure deaths (Du, Gao et al.
2006).
In the event of recovery from ischaemic injury, enhanced baseline contractility evident in α1AAR TG mice may also contribute to increased tolerance to ischaemia. In a previous study
conducted by our lab, α1A-AR TG rats with cardiac-specific α1A-AR overexpression (40-fold)
presented with a reduced infarct size (IS) (area of necrotic myocardial tissue/area at risk (AAR;
representative of hypoperfused tissue at risk of necrosis)) in response to 30-minute ischaemiareperfusion compared to their NTLs (Zhao, Park et al. 2012) (table 1.1). Furthermore, α1A-AR
TG rats with no reperfusion treatment displayed up-regulated levels of inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS; introduction 1.9.1) as a direct result of up-regulated phosphorylated MEK (also
known as mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase) and extracellular-signal-regulated kinase
(ERK) protein that are both often implicated in compensatory survival responses (Zhao, Park et
al. 2012). Consequently, CM-secreted iNOS as a well-established pro-angiogenic agent could
potentially enhance CM-EC-induced angiogenesis in the ischaemic myocardium (Shimazu,
Otani et al. 2011). Taken together, these findings establish CM-mediated α1A-AR signalling as
conferring cardioprotection through inhibition of apoptosis via an ERK-dependent mechanism
previously described by Huang, Wright et al. (2007).
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1.7 Alpha1A-adrenergic receptor-mediated ERK-survival signalling
Activation of the α1A-AR subtype is sufficient to reverse CM susceptibility to death induced by
apoptotic agents (Huang, Wright et al. 2007). Huang, Wright et al. (2007) identified the
protective mechanism to that being a α1A-AR-ERK survival-signalling pathway within CMs. In
α1ABKO mice, TAC failed to activate ERK compared to WT mice where ERK activation was
present, which may explain the development of apoptosis, dilated cardiomyopathy and death in
α1ABKO mice lacking α1A-ARs. In previous studies, inhibition of ERK increased apoptosis in
CMs and perfused hearts subjected to ischaemia (Yue, Wang et al. 2000), whereas
overexpression of MEK1 (a tyrosine/threonine kinase that directly activates ERK) inhibited
apoptosis induced by ischaemia/reperfusion (Bueno, De Windt et al. 2000). These findings
implicate ERK signalling to be protective in the heart.
Huang, Wright et al. (2007) confirmed ERK survival signalling in CMs using a constitutively
active mutant of MEK1, which was sufficient to protect cultured α1ABKO CMs from NEinduced death, and completely blocked α1A survival signalling when inhibited using a dominant
negative mutant of MEK1. These results define a α1A-AR-ERK survival-signalling pathway that
is required for CM survival, one, which may potentially account for the protective effects
against ischaemia post-MI and -TAC observed in our cardiac-specific α1A-AR overexpressing
TG rodent models.

1.8 Microvasculature of the myocardium
From the period between childhood and adolescence, terminally differentiated CMs continue to
grow, and myocardial mass increases by physiological hypertrophy (Scheuer and Buttrick
1987). Physiological hypertrophy as opposed to pathological hypertrophy in the diseased
myocardium is characterized by an increase in CM cross-sectional area with preserved
contractile function, normal organization of myocardial structure and no activation of foetal
genes (Maillet, van Berlo et al. 2013). As CMs enlarge with pathological hypertrophy in
response to mechanical stress, a mismatch develops between the number of capillaries and CMs
per unit area, resulting in increased diffusion distance (Marcus, Harrison et al. 1987). Therefore
the expanse of myocardium supplied by one capillary increases, and oxygen and nutrient supply
become insufficient. During physiological hypertrophy, microvascular growth parallels that of
CM expansion in order to provide sufficient myocardial perfusion and maintain myocardial
contractility (Rakusan, Flanagan et al. 1992). In the normal adult mammalian myocardium, CMs
represent the bulk of myocardial mass (75%) and comprise >40% of the myocardial cellular
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population, with majority of cells being comprised of fibroblasts, macrophages, vascular smooth
muscle cells, and endothelial cells (ECs) that line the luminal surface of capillaries, veins and
arteries (Brutsaert 2003). In the adult human and rodent myocardium there is one capillary for
every CM, and ECs outnumber CMs by ~3:1 (Anversa, Olivetti et al. 1980, Brutsaert 2003).
CMs are typically ~100 μm in size and are separated by a distance of 1 μm from their
neighbouring ECs, establishing a minimal EC-CM diffusion distance for physiological transport
to take place, as well as effective EC-CM communication (Korecky, Hai et al. 1982, Tomanek,
Searls et al. 1982). In the event of MI, necrosis of the myocardium is reported to significantly
reduce myocardial capillary density by ~42% compared to shams, further contributing to infarct
expansion, reduced coronary flow reserve and mortality (Van Kerckhoven, van Veghel et al.
2004, Tsagalou, Anastasiou-Nana et al. 2008). Myocardial ECs play a pivotal role in providing
pharmacological protection of CMs after ischaemia through a nitric oxide (NO)-dependent
mechanism,

promoting

CM

survival

during

ischaemia-reperfusion

injury

(Leucker,

Bienengraeber et al. 2011) as well as supporting organ regeneration through angiocrine
(angiogenesis-inducing) signals relayed to CMs (Tao, Chen et al. 2011). The tightly linked ECCM population of the myocardium conveys an interdependent environment, whereby survival
and structural integrity of individual CMs and ECs is reliant on a crosstalk.

1.9 Endothelial cell-cardiomyocyte interactions in normal and diseased myocardium
Myocardial ECs have a well-established role in vascular regulation of cellular proliferation,
migration and extravasation to the ECM, lumen formation for blood flow and regulation of
vascular smooth muscle contraction. In addition, activated ECs release a repertoire of autocrine
and paracrine signalling molecules, responsible for sustaining myocardial contractility, and
cardioprotection during ischaemic insults. Conversely, CMs in response to mechanical stress or
hypoxia also secrete angiogenic growth factors, which stimulate coordinated vascular growth to
meet demands for blood supply.

1.9.1 Nitric Oxide synthases
Nitric oxide (NO) is a free radical synthesized from L-Arginine by nitric oxide synthase (NOS)
enzymes within a majority of cell types comprising the myocardium (ECs and CMs) (Baek,
Thiel et al. 1993). NO is known to regulate cardiac function through a vascular-dependent
mechanism, including the regulation of: coronary vessel dilation, thrombogenicity, proliferative
and inflammatory responses, and EC-CM-mediated angiogenesis (Rastaldo, Pagliaro et al.
2007). NO in the myocardium is synthesized by three different isoforms of NOS: neuronal NOS
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(nNOS) in sympathetic nerve terminals (Schwarz, Diem et al. 1995), endothelial NOS (eNOS)
in ECs and CMs (Lamas, Marsden et al. 1992), and inducible NOS (iNOS) which generates the
highest levels of NO by CMs in response to stress and cytokines (Balligand, UngureanuLongrois et al. 1994). In the myocardium, NO is primarily secreted by ECs and triggers the
onset of ventricular relaxation and vessel dilation. Although the paracrine signalling actions of
NO are primarily attributed to ECs with significantly high levels of expression of eNOS, CMs
also express eNOS at lower levels (Godecke, Heinicke et al. 2001). Previous evidence has
ascribed nNOS expressed in sympathetic nerve terminals to playing a role in catecholamine
release and re-uptake. In the isolated perfused rat myocardium, administration of the NOS
inhibitor NG-nitro-L-arginine, resulted in inhibition of norepinephrine release by NO of nonendothelial origin, and was stereospecifically reversed by L-arginine (Schwarz, Diem et al.
1995). nNOS secretion from sympathetic nerves in the myocardium demonstrates selective
control in modulating catecholamine release important in α-adrenergic receptor activation and
downstream maintenance of myocardial contractility and vascular tone.
Studies using rodent and human myocardium have demonstrated constitutive expression of the
isoform eNOS in myocardial ECs, including: ECs of arteries, veins and capillaries, as well as
atrial and ventricular CMs (Balligand, Kobzik et al. 1995, Seki, Hagiwara et al. 1996, Felaco,
Grilli et al. 2001). NO synthesis by eNOS primarily occurs in response to shear stress on ECs. In
both ECs and CMs, the enzyme is located within membrane fractions, where it undergoes lipid
acylation (myristoylated and palmitoylated) and tranlocates to regions of the plasma membrane
where G-proteins are compartmentalized (Robinson and Michel 1995). This allows for CM
autocrine eNOS signaling to regulate β-adrenergic and muscarinic control of contractility
(Balligand, Kelly et al. 1993).
In the event of increased heart rate and coronary flow as occurs during exercise, it has been
suggested that eNOS secreted from ECs can facilitate coronary perfusion and ventricular filling
(Shah 1996). EC-derived NO has been demonstrated to exert a paracrine effect on CMs. An in
vitro study using the eNOS agonist bradykinin, were able to stimulate NO synthesis by ECs in
co-culture with isolated guinea pig CMs (lacking bradykinin receptors), resulting in depressed
contractility that was immediately reversed by NOS inhibitors (Brady, Warren et al. 1993). The
study demonstrated a direct paracrine effect between ECs and CMs, whereby EC-derived NO
attenuates CM contraction during normal cardiac function. Conversely, in both mice and
humans, iNOS expression stimulated by a variety of cytokines, including: interleukin (IL)-1β,
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tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interferon (IFN)-γ, and IL 6, occurs in response to disease states
such as MI, myocardial allograft rejection and cardiac inflammation (e.g. viral myocarditis)
(Murthy, Szabo et al. 2004). However up-regulated expression of iNOS by ECs results in
depressed contractility and promotes apoptosis of CMs, resulting in a detrimental myocardial
response to injury (Suzuki, Wildhirt et al. 1996, Szabolcs, Michler et al. 1996, Joe, Schussheim
et al. 1998).
Increasing evidence suggests NOS enzymes are implicated in MI-induced ischaemia, involving
the regulation of angiogenesis and LV remodelling. In eNOS deficient mice (eNOS-/-),
angiogenesis 1-month post-MI was significantly reduced. In addition, treatment of eNOS-/- mice
post-MI with statins known to exert pro-angiogenic effects, resulted in decreased eNOSdependent mobilization of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) (Landmesser, Engberding et al.
2004). Previous studies have reported the dependency of neovascularization and angiogenesis
on EPC mobilization (Kocher, Schuster et al. 2001), hence reduced circulating EPCs, augments
LV remodelling and impairs myocardial perfusion.
Additional studies have also reported significantly up-regulated expression of NOS enzymes
iNOS and nNOS in the myocardium of mice and humans post-MI, suggesting a more
angiogenic-mediated protective effect on the myocardium in response to stress. Post-MI, Mice
with iNOS deletion (iNOS-/-) presented with decreased capillary density, and attenuated LV
remodelling and dysfunction due to the inability to couple to the NOS cofactor
tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4). In contrast, WT mice with increased availability of iNOS-derived
NO and depleted levels of BH4 due to iNOS coupling opted for improved recovery post-MI,
demonstrating the critical role of iNOS in coupling-enhanced angiogenesis and functional
recovery (Shimazu, Otani et al. 2011).

1.9.2 Endothelin-1
In the normal adult myocardium, ECs produce and secrete a 21-amino acid peptide called
endothelin (ET)-1. ET-1 is a potent vasoconstrictor and pro-inflammatory peptide, and under
physiological conditions primarily acts as an autocrine/paracrine mediator that is known to
stimulate the production of VEGF by CMs (Shimojo, Jesmin et al. 2007). The biological effects
of ET-1 are transduced by two receptor subtypes: ETB receptors on vascular smooth muscle
cells and ECs of the myocardium and ETA receptors on CMs (Bohm and Pernow 2007). ET-1
binding onto ETB receptors of ECs, results in the release of NO and prostacyclin, promoting
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vasodilation (Niwa, Nagata et al. 2000). In contrast, binding of ET-1 to ETA receptors on
vascular smooth muscle cells results in vasoconstriction (Rich and McLaughlin 2003). These
results suggest various and opposing functional roles of the ETA and ETB in vascular and
myocardial function.
New insights have implicated ET-1 in the pathogenesis and prognosis of acute MI and heart
failure (Omland, Lie et al. 1994). In a study conducted by Zolk, Quattek et al. (1999), ET-1
levels were elevated in plasma and myocardial tissue of patients with end-stage heart failure. In
support of this evidence, markedly increased levels of ET-1 mRNA and protein were also
reported in CMs from infarction-induced failing hearts (Kobayashi, Miyauchi et al. 1999). ET
receptors are reported to exert differential effects on normal and failing myocardium, with upregulated ETA expression and down-regulated ETB expression during heart failure (Ponicke,
Vogelsang et al. 1998). These results identify the potential pathophysiological role of ET-1 in
cardiovascular disease, and the need for necessary blockade of ET receptors such as with ETA
antagonist darusentan (Epstein 2008) or ETB antagonist sarafotoxin S6c (Williams, Jones et al.
1991) for therapeutic treatment.

1.9.3 Angiopoietin
Angiopoietin (Ang)-1 and angiopoietin (Ang)-2 are glycoproteins of the angiopoietin growth
factor family known to be important regulators of vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. Both Ang-1
(widely expressed in normal adult tissue) and Ang-2 (expressed only at sites of vascular
remodelling and produced by endothelial cells) bind Tie-2, a receptor tyrosine kinase expressed
on ECs (Maisonpierre, Suri et al. 1997). During angiogenesis/vasculogenesis, Ang-1 is
primarily produced by pericytes and promotes blood vessel maturation, quiescence of adult
vasculature and stabilization by inducing Tie-2 receptor phosphorylation (Brindle, Saharinen et
al. 2006). Gene deletion of Ang-1 in mice is embryonic lethal at day 12.5, and prior to death
developing mice possess an underdeveloped vasculature with dilated vessels diminished
branching and decreased sprouting (Suri, Jones et al. 1996). In a study conducted by Takahashi,
Ito et al. (2003), Ang-1 gene adenoviral transfer in the myocardium of adult rats subjected to
acute MI promoted angiogenesis, reduced infarct size and slowed progression to heart failure,
demonstrating a cardioprotective effect of Ang-1 post-MI.
In contrast, Ang-2 expression occurs selectively in areas of EC activation and angiogenesis, and
is rapidly released by endothelial cells after agonist stimulation by a range of factors, including:
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hypoxia, VEGF, angiotensin II and leptin (Jones 2003). This pattern of expression is consistent
with an antagonistic effect of Ang-2 compared to Ang-1, as Ang-2 binding causes direct
inhibition of Tie-2 phosphorylation (Maisonpierre, Suri et al. 1997). During the acute phase of
MI, plasma levels of VEGF, Ang-2 and Tie-2 receptors increase, leading to enhanced capillary
growth in response to ischaemia (Matsunaga, Warltier et al. 2003). More recent studies have
reported Ang-2 regulation of angiogenesis to be dependent upon VEGF. In a similar study
conducted by Lobov, Brooks et al. (2002), injections of recombinant human Ang-2 into the
anterior chamber of rat pups at 5 days after birth resulted in increased EC proliferation and
migration, and induced vessel sprouting. However in the absence or low VEGF activity, Ang-2
pro-survival effects diminished, resulting in increased EC apoptosis and vessel regression
(Lobov, Brooks et al. 2002). These results suggest Ang-2 co-expression with the potent proangiogenic factor VEGF is crucial for regulation of angiogenesis and for determination of the
role of stimulated Ang-2 as either a VEGF-mediated pro- or anti-angiogenic regulator.

1.10 Major angiogenic pathways and their role in EC-CM interactions of the myocardium
A diverse array of growth factors and their transcriptional regulators are expressed in the normal
and ischaemic myocardium where they promote angiogenesis and the formation of collateral
vessels as a homeostatic response to decreased oxygen tension and for the promotion of
myocardial perfusion. The most meticulously studied of these angiogenic-associated factors are
hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs) and VEGF.

1.10.1 Hypoxia inducible transcription factors
Under normal physiological conditions, each CM comprising the adult myocardium is provided
with an adequate supply of oxygen to meet its metabolic demands through a joint contribution
by the pulmonary, hematopoietic and cardiovascular systems. In all vertebrates, physiological
systems have evolved to ensure the optimal oxygenation of all cells in each organism is
achieved to prevent cell death. However in the pathophysiological event of insufficient
myocardial perfusion and hence reduced oxygen supply transported by circulating erythrocytes
to the myocardium, localized myocardial hypoxia develops. The hypoxia-inducible transcription
factor referred to as hypoxia inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) is the primary molecular driver of
cellular adaptation to hypoxia, as well as a master-regulator of developmental and post-natal
angiogenesis (Hu, Wang et al. 2003). Under hypoxic cellular conditions, mature and unstable
HIF-1 becomes stabilized to activate various genes encoding hypoxia- and angiogenesis- related
proteins, such as: VEGF (Forsythe, Jiang et al. 1996), erythropoietin (EPO) (Stroka, Burkhardt
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et al. 2001) and heme-oxygenase (HO)-1 (Lee, Jiang et al. 1997), and ultimately enhance
perfusion within ischaemic tissue.

HIF domain structure
HIF is a heterodimer composed of an oxygen-sensitive α-subunit (HIF-1α, HIF-2α or HIF-3α)
and a constitutively expressed β-subunit (HIF- β) (also known as arylhydrocarbon receptor
nuclear translocator ‘ARNT’) located in the nucleus and whose activity remains unaffected by
hypoxia (Wang, Jiang et al. 1995). The amino-terminal of both HIF-1 subunits (α- and β-)
contains the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) and Per-ARNT-Sim (PAS) homology domains
(figure 1.4). The bHLH domain aids in DNA-binding while the PAS domain mediates proteinprotein interactions. Both domains also serve to initiate heterodimerization of the α- and βsubunits (Chapman-Smith, Lutwyche et al. 2004).
Of the three structurally homologous HIF-α subunits identified, HIF-1α is the most
characterized form and will be discussed in detail in this review. HIF-1α is ubiquitously
expressed in all mammalian cells compared to HIF-2α that is specifically expressed in certain
tissues (Wang, Jiang et al. 1995). Although both HIF-1α and HIF-2α possess structurally similar
DNA binding and dimerization domains, they differ in their transactivation domains. As a result,
the transcriptional response activated by each HIF subunit is distinct, whereby HIF-1α regulates
the transcription of genes encoding enzymes involved in glycolysis, lactate dehydrogenase, and
glucose transporter-1 for glucose uptake (Wenger 2000), while HIF-2α plays a role in adaptation
to high altitude exposure (van Patot and Gassmann 2011). In contrast, HIF-3α exerts an
inhibitory function due to its absence of a transactivation domain, and when binding directly to
HIF-1α prevents its activation of gene transcription (Makino, Cao et al. 2001).
Situated within the α-subunit is an oxygen-dependent degradation (ODD) domain at the amino
terminal transactivation domain (N-TAD) that becomes hydroxylated by a prolyl hydroxylase
domain (PHD)-containing protein ‘PHD-2’ that renders the α-subunit vulnerable to proteasomal
degradation under normoxic cellular conditions (Chan, Sutphin et al. 2005). The HIF-1α subunit
also contains two carboxyl-terminal transactivation domains (C-TAD) that interact with two
transcriptional co-activators, including: CREB binding protein (CBP) and p300, which regulate
HIF-1α target genes (Mahon, Hirota et al. 2001).
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Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of HIF-α and HIF-β structures. HIFs are
heterodimers composed of 2 subunits: α-subunit consisting of either HIF-1α, HIF-2α and
HIF-3α, and a HIF-β protein also known as ARNT. Each subunit contains different
functional domains implicated in DNA binding (bHLH/PAS), dimerization (bHLH/PAS),
protein stability (ODDD/N-TAD), transcriptional co-activator interactions (N-TAD/CTAD), and transcriptional activity (N-TAD/C-TAD). bHLH=basic helix loop helix
domain; PAS=Per-ARNT-Sim motif; ODD=oxygen-dependent degradation domain; NTAD=Amino-terminal transactivation domain; C-TAD=Carboxy-terminal transactivation
domain; LZIP=Leucine zipper domain.
HIF regulation under normoxic/hypoxic cellular conditions
Under normoxic cellular conditions, the α-subunit of HIF-1 becomes rapidly ubiquitinated and
degraded by hydroxylation of two prolyl residues (Pro402 and Pro564 in human HIF-1α) within
the ODD. This process is regulated by oxygen-sensing PHD-2 whose enzymatic activity is
dependent upon: O2 availability, 2-oxoglutarate and Fe(II). In the presence of all three
components, the enzymatic process splits dioxygen, with one oxygen atom creating a
hydroxylated amino acid, and the other oxidizing 2-oxoglutarate to succinate with the release of
CO2 (Lando, Peet et al. 2002). The Fe(II) molecule located at the catalytic centre becomes
displaced from its binding to a 2-histidine-1-carboxylate coordination motif, and may be
substituted by other metals permeating into the cellular environment such as, iron chelators,
cobalt chloride (Yuan, Hilliard et al. 2003) and nitric oxide (Metzen, Zhou et al. 2003), that
suppress PHD catalytic activity.
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The protein encoding the Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) tumour suppressor gene present in normal
cells then binds to the two hydroxylated prolyl residues, targeting HIF-1α for proteasomal
degradation, by acting as the recognition component of an E3 ubiquitin ligase complex. As a
result, numerous ubiquitin molecules covalently bind to the VHL-HIF targeted complex, tagging
it for degradation by the 26S proteosome (Pugh and Ratcliffe 2003). An additional
hydroxylation event ensures that any HIF-1α escaping degradation is rendered inactive. This
process involves β-hydroxylation of the asparaginyl residue-803 in the C-TAD of HIF-1α that is
regulated by a Fe(II)-dependent HIF asparaginyl hydroxylase referred to as the factor inhibiting
HIF-1 (FIH-1). Hydroxylation at this site blocks the interaction of HIF-1α C-TAD with the
transcriptional co-activators CBP/p300 (Mahon, Hirota et al. 2001). Therefore under normoxia,
both prolyl and asparaginyl hydroxylases prevent the activation of HIF-1α at the N-TAD and CTAD regions (figure 1.5). However in the event of reduced O2 levels such as during hypoxia,
the oxygen-sensing hydroxylases remain inactive and HIF-1α proteins become stabilized and
translocate from the cytoplasm to the nucleus where they heterodimerize with HIF-1β to form
HIF-1. Heterodimerization forms a transcriptionally active HIF complex that associates with
hypoxia responsive elements (HRE) of target genes and binds to transcriptional coactivators
p300 and CBP to induce gene expression (Ema, Hirota et al. 1999) (figure 1.5). Stabilization of
HIF-1α was first demonstrated by Semenza, Nejfelt et al. (1991), whereby EPO gene expression
in hypoxic Hep3B mouse liver cells was induced due to specific binding of HIF-1 to a 256 base
pair 3’ enhancer region of the EPO gene. Enhanced HIF-1α mRNA expression during hypoxic
stress has also been encountered in other organs, such as the neonatal rat brain and kidney
following hypoxic ischaemia, as well as hypoxic regions of tumours.
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Figure 1.5. Regulation of HIF activity under normoxic and hypoxic cellular conditions.
Under Normoxia, oxygen-sensing PHDs initiate polyubiquitination of the cytoplasmic
HIF-1α protein at 2 proline residues (P) in the oxygen-dependent degradation domain by
PHDs. This promotes recognition of Von Hippel-Lindau E3 ubiquitin ligase complex, and
subsequent degradation of HIF-1α by the 26S proteasome. In addition, factor inhibiting
HIF-1 (FIH-1) causes hydroxylation of an asparagine residue (N) at the C-terminal,
preventing the binding of cofactors p300 and CBP required for HIF activity. In the event
of reduced oxygen tension and hypoxia, PHD and FIH-1 enzymes become inactive,
allowing HIF-1α to escape recognition by VHL, become stabilized by binding to
transcriptional activators p300 and CBP, and translocate to the nucleus. In the nucleus
HIF-1α heterodimerizes with HIF-1β, and together with co-activator proteins p300 and
CBP, bind onto hypoxia response elements (HREs) within the promoters of target genes
(e.g. erythropoietin (EPO) and Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A), triggering
their transcription. OH=hydroxylation; Ub=ubiquitin.
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HIF-mediated angiogenesis in the myocardium
In the ischaemic myocardium, several studies have associated enhanced HIF-1α stabilization to
the increased transcription of HRE-containing target genes capable of exerting cardioprotective
mechanisms, including: iNOS-mediated arterial vasodilation (Jung, Palmer et al. 2000), EPOinduced erythropoiesis (Semenza, Nejfelt et al. 1991) and VEGF-A up-regulation during
angiogenesis (Forsythe, Jiang et al. 1996). HIF-1-mediated VEGF-A up-regulation is of
particular importance due to it pro-angiogenic effect, deeming it capable of reversing HIF-1
stabilization and restoring normoxic conditions by angiogenesis.
In the mammalian myocardium, the HIF-1α protein is expressed in CMs, ECs and inflammatory
cells early after MI. HIF-1 induction is often cell-type specific due to differing cellular
thresholds for reduced oxygen tension (Pugh and Ratcliffe 2003). Consequently, oxygensensitive cells that are highly susceptible to ischaemia, including: CMs and EC progenitor cells
such as pericytes both modulate HIF-1 expression at greater levels compared to the mature
myocardial endothelium.
Induction of HIF-1α protein and mRNA expression is known to occur in the human and rodent
ischaemic myocardium. In human ventricular biopsy specimens from early infarcted
myocardium (<24 hours) or acute ischaemia (<48 hours), HIF-1α mRNA expression was
detected in the nuclei of ECs and CMs. In contrast, no HIF-1α mRNA was detectable in patients
with normal ventricles or with a previous infarction, suggesting that HIF-1α expression is
hypoxia dependent (Lee, Wolf et al. 2000).
Under the influence of hypoxia, HIF-1α as a known transcriptional inducer of VEGF expression
by HRE binding was suggested to play a role in angiogenesis and accelerating myocardial
perfusion within ischaemic tissue (Forsythe, Jiang et al. 1996). In a study conducted by Kido,
Du et al. (2005) TG mice with constitutive overexpression of HIF-1α in CMs under the αmyosin heavy chain promoter displayed reduced infarct size and improved myocardial function
four weeks after MI. Stimulated angiogenesis was also evident by the increased capillary density
within infarct and border zones, and up-regulated VEGF mRNA expression in TG mice post-MI
compared to control animals homozygous negative (-/-) for HIF-1α (Kido, Du et al. 2005). The
experimental study identified HIF-1α up-regulation in CMs as a key regulator of myocardial
remodelling and neovascularization, by directly exerting a cardioprotective response against
infarct expansion and through paracrine interactions with the vasculature of the myocardium.
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Interestingly, this paracrine interaction between CMs and neighbouring ECs can be inferred, as
it is known that CMs lack the VEGFR necessary for EC activation and mobilization (Hoeben,
Landuyt et al. 2004). Therefore CMs must actively secrete VEGF into the ECM to allow ligand
binding onto VEGFRs specifically expressed on the EC surface and thus promote angiogenesis.
During embryonic development, rapid cellular division can increase O2 demand due to increased
metabolism, thereby causing localized hypoxia and triggering HIF-1α up-regulation necessary
for cellular survival. This is evident in TG mice homozygous (-/-) for HIF-1α, that typically die
at embryonic day 9 due to vascular defects caused by the death of mesenchymal cells that are
progenitors of pericytes (Kotch, Iyer et al. 1999). These pericyte-progenitors are pivotal for
maintenance of blood vessel integrity during embryogenesis. In addition, HIF-1α(-/-) mice also
possess defects during cardiac morphogenesis where there is an observed absence of neural tube
closure, suggesting that hypoxia-induced HIF-1α stabilization is a critical regulator of
embryogenesis (Kotch, Iyer et al. 1999).
Although HIF-1α induction is commonly described for conditions of decreased oxygen tension
as detailed in introduction 1.10.1, recent evidence suggests that HIF-1α induced under normoxic
conditions can also instigate angiogenesis by NO and various growth factors. In a post-natal
study conducted by Walton, Ecker et al. (2013), stabilized HIF-1α typically observed under
hypoxic conditions was artificially expressed under normoxic conditions in the adult mouse
myocardium for a maximum period of 1 month until stable HIF-1α regressed. The TG mouse
line expressing an oxygen-stable HIF-1α construct under the control of a tetracycline-responsive
promoter, presented with an enlarged myocardium (hypertrophied CMs) and large surrounding
epicardial vessels, increased myocardial blood volume, and increased capillary sprouts forming
off larger vessels. The pro-angiogenic factor prominent during embryonic development termed
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)-β secreted by ECs was also present and consistent with a
pattern of HIF-1 induced angiogenesis (Walton, Ecker et al. 2013). This study supports the
potential role for HIF-1 to enhance capillary density under normoxic conditions long after the
vasculature has achieved an adult level of stability.
In support of these findings, it has been demonstrated that inflammatory mediators, NO and
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α induce HIF-1α accumulation under normoxic conditions in renal
proximal tubular LLC-PK1 cells via the PI3K/Akt pathway (Sandau, Zhou et al. 2001).
Similarly, in the non-hypoxic rat myocardium subjected to mechanical stress by aortocaval
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shunt (ACS) surgery (arteriovenous mixing due to formation of a fistula between the inferior
vena cava and abdominal aorta), PI3K-dependent HIF-1α accumulation in the nuclei of CMs
occurred (Kim, Cho et al. 2002). Corollary results also showed VEGF mRNA and protein
levels to be gradually increased in ACS rats after HIF-1α accumulation (Kim, Cho et al. 2002),
suggesting that stabilized HIF-1α in nuclei at the posttranscriptional step elicits enhanced VEGF
expression.

1.10.2 Vascular endothelial growth factor
VEGF is a basic 45KD heparin-binding glycoprotein and a potent inducer of angiogenesis
through its mitogenic affinity for ECs. To date seven members of the VEGF family have been
identified: VEGF-A, VEGF-B, VEGF-C, VEGF-D, VEGF-E, VEGF-F and placental growth
factor (PlGF) (Taimeh, Loughran et al. 2013). VEGF-A also known as VEGF is a key regulator
of vasculogenesis, arteriogenesis and angiogenesis. VEGF-A exists in at least 7 known isoforms
(121, 145, 148, 165, 183, 189 and 206 amino acids) that arise from alternative splicing of the
mRNA from a single gene, and the relative expression of each isoform varies depending on the
tissue (Hoeben, Landuyt et al. 2004). The permeability and heparin-binding capacity of these
isoforms differ, however they all contain a secretory signal sequence that permits their active
secretion by intact cells. In normal myocardial tissue, VEGF-A is secreted from various cell
types, including ECs, stem cells and mature CMs (Tang, Wang et al. 2011). The ligand exerts its
angiogenic effect through two high-affinity transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptors: VEGFR-1
and VEGFR-2 predominantly expressed on ECs (Ria, Roccaro et al. 2003). Evidence of
VEGFR-1 expression in CMs has also been reported, however ligand-binding studies have
shown VEGF-B to be the primary activator, triggering an anti-apoptotic response to hypoxia
(Zentilin, Puligadda et al. 2010). The VEGFR-2 is thought to mediate almost all of the known
cellular responses to VEGF-A, and hence most angiogenic therapies are tailored to alleviate
VEGFR-2 signalling dysfunction. By contrast, the function of VEGFR-1 is not well understood,
although activation by VEGF-A binding is reported to generate signals that organize assembly
of ECs into functional vessels and induce migration of progenitor cells during vasculogenesis
(Boscolo, Mulliken et al. 2011). Inactivation of a single VEGF-A allele in mice results in early
embryonic lethality at day E11-12, due to deficient endothelial-cell development and absence of
vessels (Carmeliet, Ferreira et al. 1996). In a similar study, VEGF-A gene deletion caused
deregulated development of the aorta and myocardial blood vessels, as well as endocardial
detachment from the underdeveloped myocardium (Haigh, Gerber et al. 2000). Embryonic
development was also found to be perturbed in mice with a loss-of-function mutation of
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VEGFR-2 (VEGFR-2(-/-)) expressed on the surface of endothelial progenitors resulting in death
at E9.5 due to defective development of ECs and complete absence of organized blood vessels
in the embryo (Shalaby, Rossant et al. 1995). These studies highlight the essential role of
VEGF-A and its receptor in vasculogenesis and embryonic development.

VEGF-A regulation during myocardial function
As described earlier, VEGF-A expression at both the transcriptional and translational levels is
increased in the presence of hypoxia due to upstream binding of HIF-1α onto the HRE within
the promoter region of the VEGF gene. Following the onset of myocardial ischaemia or
infarction, VEGF-A mRNA expression is up-regulated and persists well after HIF-1α upregulation has subsided after 24-hours (Kido, Du et al. 2005). In addition, Lee, Wolf et al.
(2000) demonstrated a rapid and prolonged increase in VEGF-A expression to be present in
response to hypoxia when compared to the transient expression of HIF-1α, suggesting a vital
role for VEGF-A in the preservation of the myocardium from hypoxia-induced necrosis. A
similar finding was observed by Zhao, Zhao et al. (2010) who reported maximally increased
levels of VEGF-A mRNA and protein for up to a period of 2 days in the border zone and not the
infarct region of mice subjected to MI. Collectively, the data shows VEGF-A to play an
important role in triggering angiogenic responses post-MI that are localised to the border zone in
order to protect viable ischaemic myocardium.

Cardiomyocyte-secreted VEGF-A
Although ECs are the primary cell-type in the myocardium known to express VEGFRs that
activate EC mobilization and tubule formation, CMs are the major source of VEGF-A in the
myocardium and therefore have prominent regulatory control over neovascularization
(Giordano, Gerber et al. 2001). TG mice with cardiac-specific deletion of all VEGF-A isoforms,
are reported to possess a thinned, dilated and hypovascular myocardium with contractile
dysfunction, and up-regulation of hypoxia-responsive genes (Giordano, Gerber et al. 2001). The
data demonstrates that cardiac-specific VEGF-A gene deletion produces an underdeveloped
myocardial microvasculature through to adulthood and contributes to contractile dysfunction
associated with myocardial ischaemia.
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Table 1.2. Angiogenic signalling molecules and their effects on endothelial cell (EC)cardiomyocyte (CM) interactions.
Signalling
molecules/Growth factors
EC-secreted Nitric oxide
(NO)
EC-secreted Endothelin
(ET)-1
Angiopoietin (Ang)-1
secreted by pericytes and 2 secreted by ECs
HIFs localized in the
cytoplasm of CMs
CM-secreted VEGF-A

Receptor

Effect

NO receptors expressed on
CMs
ETA expressed on CMs and
ETB on ECs
Tie-2 expressed on ECs

Facilitate coronary perfusion by
vasodilation and ventricular filling
Stimulate VEGF-A production by
CMs
Promote angiogenesis and exert a
cardioprotective effect post-MI

Hypoxia response elements
(HRE) on promoter regions
of target genes in CMs
VEGFR2 expressed on ECs

Stimulate VEGF-A mRNA
transcription, and angiogenesis
under hypoxic conditions
Stimulate EC proliferation and
angiogenesis

1.11 Preliminary findings: CM-mediated α1A-AR signalling in angiogenesis and CM
proliferation
In collaboration with Dr. Stephen Vatner (Rutgers New Jersey medical school, Newark, NJ), our
studies using the α1A-AR TG rat and mouse models have implicated CM-mediated α1A-AR
signalling as a potential mediator of angiogenesis. Prior to experimental conditioning (baseline),
both α1A-AR TG rats and mice display a selective adaptation for improved myocardial perfusion
and angiogenesis through an increase in: coronary blood flow, capillary density and VEGF-A
mRNA levels in the myocardium compared to their NTLs (unpublished data). This adaptation
may potentially account for the observed cardioprotection present in α1A-AR TG animals postMI through attenuation of LV remodelling, reduced CM apoptosis and induction of CM
proliferation; a phenomenon that halts after embryonic development. Similar studies have
implicated angiogenesis in addition to the well-established ERK-signalling pathway as a
protective pathway for improved CM survival. In two complimentary studies, Kocher, Schuster
et al. (2001) and Schuster, Kocher et al. (2004) demonstrated angiogenic protection by directly
injecting endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) to the infarcted myocardium of rats to induce
angiogenesis that subsequently rescued viable hypertrophied CMs from apoptosis and promoted
CM proliferation. This data together with our preliminary findings, identify stimulated
angiogenesis to be a viable mechanism for improving myocardial perfusion and protecting
against ischaemia.
In the present study we examined whether activation of CM-specific α1A-ARs stimulated
angiogenesis in the normal myocardium and if such a response is advantageous in the infarcted
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myocardium. In vitro CM culture experiments with α1A-AR agonist treatment, as well as
immunohistochemical/biochemical analysis of hearts from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs at
baseline and after MI were performed to evaluate the role of α1A-AR in stimulated angiogenesis.

1.12 Hypothesis and Aims
1.12.1 Hypothesis
We hypothesized that the α1A-AR improves myocardial perfusion by inducing angiogenesis
through a paracrine mechanism whereby cardiomyocyte stimulation of α1A-ARs leads to
increased VEGF-A secretion, resulting in increased angiogenesis.

1.12.2 Aims
The hypothesis will be addressed through consideration of the following aims:
1. Elucidate the role of the α1A-AR in improved myocardial perfusion.
2. Investigate the mechanism(s) involved in α1A-AR-mediated angiogenesis within the
myocardium.

1.13 Significance
In the past two decades, pro-angiogenic therapies to promote reperfusion and function of the
ischaemic heart have appeared to be a promising strategy. Previous studies using early blood
reperfusion therapy (Murry, Jennings et al. 1986), catheter-based interventions delivering
recombinant genes (Schwarz, Speakman et al. 2000) and/or stimulating blood vessel formation
by growth factor injections (Carmeliet and Jain 2011) within the ischaemic myocardium have
demonstrated an improved prognosis in patients with acute MI by reducing: infarct size,
arrhythmia and left ventricular (LV) remodelling. However a substantial cohort of patients with
advanced or recurring MI become susceptible to inflammatory mediated-reperfusion injuries
(Carden and Granger 2000) or experience micro-vascular rarefaction (Greene, Tonellato et al.
1989) that prevent therapeutic restoration of blood flow to the infarcted myocardium. Therefore,
elucidation into the CM-specific α1A-AR’s role in stimulated angiogenesis is essential for
developing effective therapeutic agents applicable to a diverse ischaemic population.
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2. Methods and Materials
Table 2.1. Composition of stock solutions and buffers used in preparation of the
experimental study



Buffer/Solution
Tissue lysis buffer for protein extraction

Composition

Protease inhibitor cocktail

5mM sodium orthovanadate (Na3VO4) and
10mM sodium fluoride (NaF)

0.02% Evans blue dye

0.02% Evans blue dye pigment powder
dissolved in 1x PBS

1% TTC solution

1% TTC powder dissolved in 1x PBS

10% neutral-buffered formalin

10% neutral-buffered formalin solution in 1x
PBS

Sudan Black B

0.1% Sudan Black B powder diluted in 70%
ethanol

Krebs-Henseleit buffer (KHB)

120mM NaCl, 15mM KCl, 0.5mM KH2PO4,
5mM NaHCO3, 10mM HEPES 5mM glucose,
pH 7

Stopping buffer

KHB with 5% bovine serum albumin added

Cardiomyocyte plating medium

For 2 sets of cultures, 50ml total volumes are
required per 24-well plate, including: 43ml
MEM medium, 10% FCS, 500 mM BDM,
50μg/ml Pen strep, and 50μg/ml Na-ATP

Cardiomyocyte washing medium

For 2 cultures, 50ml total volumes per 24-well
plate: 49.5ml MEM medium and 50μg/ml
Penicillin streptomycin

Cardiomyocyte culture medium

2 sets of cultures, 50 ml total volumes per 24well plate: 48 ml MEM medium, 0.001 g/ml
BSA, 500 Mm BDM, 50 μg/ml ITS and 50
μg/ml Penicillin streptomycin

50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 1mM
sodium pyrophosphate, 1mM Benzamidine,
0.5% NP-40
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Table 2.2. List of antibodies used during the immunohistochemical and biochemical
processing of myocardial tissue
Antibody
Mouse monoclonal Anti- p44/42
MAPK
Mouse monoclonal Antiphospho-p44/42 MAPK
Mouse monoclonal Anti- GAPDH

Supplier
Cell Signalling; 9102

Working dilution
1:10,000 Western blotting

Cell Signalling; 9106

1:10,000 Western blotting

Abcam; ab8245

Mouse monoclonal anti-alpha
smooth muscle actin
Fluorescein-conjugated GSL Iisolectin B4 (Isolectin-IB4)
Alexa fluor 594 goat anti-mouse
polyclonal IgG secondary
antibody
Rabbit polyclonal anti-Ki67
Rabbit polyclonal anti-phosphohistone H3
Mouse monoclonal anti-heavy
chain cardiac myosin antibody
Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse
polyclonal secondary antibody

Abcam; ab5694

1:5000
Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
1:250 IHC

Vector; FL-1201

1:90 IHC

Invitrogen; A-11005

1:250 IHC

Abcam; ab15580
Abcam; ab5176

1:200 IHC
1:90 IHC

Abcam; ab50967

1:300 IHC

Invitrogen; A-11001

1:300 IHC
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2.1 Animals
8-12 week old male FVB/N mice with body weights ranging from 22-30g were used for this
study. All animal procedures were carried out in accordance with the Australian Code for the
Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes, and approved by the Garvan/St Vincent’s
Hospital Animal Ethics Committee (NSW, Australia). Transgenic (TG) mice with cardiacrestricted overexpression (66-fold) of the α1A-adrenergic receptor (α1A-AR) under the control of
the murine α-Myosin heavy chain (α-MHC) promoter (referred to as the A1A2 TG line) were
used for the study, along with their non-transgenic littermates (NTLs) as controls. The A1A2
TG line has been reported to exhibit a hypercontractile phenotype with no evidence of cardiac
hypertrophy, as well as preserved left ventricular (LV) function and reduced incidence of death
from heart failure following transverse aortic constriction (TAC)-induced pressure-overload or
myocardial infarction (MI) (Lin, Owens et al. 2001, Du, Fang et al. 2004, Du, Gao et al. 2006).
Genotyped animals were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine/xylazine/atropine (75/20/0.5
mg/kg, respectively, injected intraperitoneally (i.p)) and then subjected to a myocardial
infarction or sham operation (control). Infarct size was evaluated at 24 hours post-MI or at 7
days post-MI by which time cardiac remodelling and necrosis is evident, and tissue was
collected for biochemical and histological analyses.

2.2 Induction of myocardial infarction
Following anaesthesia, the left side of the chest was shaved and disinfected with 75% ethanol,
and mice were intubated with a 20-gauge intravenous catheter. Successful intubation was
established by attaching the catheter to a connector (10 mm piece of polyehtylene-190 tubing)
(Intramedics, Becton-Dickinson; Sparks, MD) that was subsequently connected to a mouse
volume-control ventilator that pumps oxygen (Harvard Apparatus; Holliston, MA), and then
monitoring to ensure the rate of breathing matches the ventilator pumping rate. Prior to surgery
a toe-pinch reflex was performed to verify adequate depth of anaesthesia was achieved. The
mouse remained on a heating pad throughout the length of the surgery to prevent hypothermia
during anaesthesia. Each mouse was positioned and secured on its right side with the chest
rotated and exposed to the operator at a 45° angle to the plane of the table (figure 2.1). A nose
cone was secured onto the mouse and connected to a mouse ventilator pumping oxygen and 4%
isofluorene. A horizontal cut spanning 3cm in length was performed on the skin of the left side
of the chest between the fourth and fifth rib. A microretractor (Harvard Apparatus; Holliston,
MA) was used to expose the LV and left atrium, and the pericardium encasing the myocardium
was gently torn to expose the myocardium. For the infarct group, an 8 mm black-braided silk
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suture (Ethicon, Johnson and Johnson; Shandong, China) was passed through the anterior
surface of the myocardium approximately 2 mm below the left atrium, and underneath the left
anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) (figure 2.2). The suture was passed around the LAD
and secured with a double-loop ligation after the placement of a piece of 4 mm silk suture
(Ethicon) between the ligature and the soft myocardial tissue. The pericardium was replaced on
the surface of the LV to reduce adhesions to the thoracic wall. The sternum incision and skin
incision were both closed with a 6 mm suture (Ethicon) and treated with 10% povidone-iodine
swabs (Mediflex; Overland park, KS) to prevent superficial infections. The endotracheal tube
was gently retracted after spontaneous breathing was restored. Infarctions induced by proximal
ligation (2 mm below left atrium) were identified by immediate discolouration (purple colour
change of myocardial tissue) of the apical and mid regions below the site of ligation. For sham
surgery, the sternum incision was performed, the pericardium torn and the myocardium
exposed, however no suture or ligation was passed, and the chest cavity was closed. Sham
animals were used to control for the systemic or associated effects of MI surgery. Following
surgery, all mice were injected with Antisedan (2mg/kg; subcutaneously (SC)) for rapid
recovery from sedation, Frusemide (5mg/kg; SC) to avoid pressure overload and complications
of pulmonary congestion, and Buprenorphine (1mg/kg; SC) for pain relief.

Figure 2.1. Positioning of mouse during the myocardial infarction procedure (Tarnavski,
McMullen et al. 2004).

2.3 Acute 24 hour myocardial infarction model
2.3.1 MEK inhibition in the α1A-AR TG mice
To investigate potential pro-survival effects that have been reported previously to be mediated
by MAP kinase and ERK signaling in acute mouse infarct models (Yeh, Li et al. 2010), a cohort
of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs were subjected to a 24 hour myocardial infarction model
that involved pre-treatment of mice with a MEK inhibitor or with vehicle. The MEK inhibitor
U0126 compound (Promega; Madison, WI; 10 mg/kg/day) was selected for this study due to its
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highly selective non-competitive inhibition of MEK1 and MEK2. Both MEK1/2 are dual
specificity mitogen activated kinase kinases (MAPKK) that lie upstream of MAP kinases
(MAPK) and upon their inhibition MAPK also termed extracellular-signal-regulated-kinases
(ERK) is no longer phosphorylated and subsequent downstream transcriptional activity
including cell proliferation is halted, and apoptosis is induced (Duncia, Santella et al. 1998).
Mice were weighed and divided into 8 different treatment groups: α1A-AR TG vehicle + MI,
α1A-AR TG vehicle + sham, α1A-AR TG U0126 + MI, α1A-AR TG U0126 + sham, NTL vehicle
+ MI, NTL vehicle + sham, NTL U0126 + MI, NTL U0126 + sham. The U0126 compound was
reconstituted in 60 μl of sterile DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO), stored at -20°C in 15 μl
aliquots for no longer than 1 week, and 24 hrs prior to surgery was diluted in vehicle (30%
DMSO stock solution; 30μl DMSO in 70μl sterile 1x PBS) for intraperitoneal (IP) delivery of
10mg/kg/day in a final volume of 100μl. Vehicle controls were included to assess the effect of
DMSO on infarct size. It is important to note that the minimum DMSO concentration required
to effectively solubilize the U0126 compound was 30% and this was subsequently used
throughout the study. Following injections, mice were returned to their cages and the time of
injection was recorded as the starting time for MI surgery on the following day (method 2.2).

2.3.2 Confirmation of MEK inhibition by Western blot analysis
To confirm the successful inhibition/down regulation of MEK1/2 in mice treated with the
U0126 MEK inhibitor compound, downstream ERK1/2 protein levels were analyzed by
Western Blot. Right ventricles from the U0126 or vehicle treated mice were homogenized using
the polytron homogenizer (PT 3000, Kinematica; Luzern, Switzerland) in 500μl lysis buffer
containing: 50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 1mM sodium pyrophosphate, 1mM
Benzamidine, 0.5% NP-40, and supplemented with the protease inhibitor cocktail: 5mM sodium
orthovanadate (Na3VO4) and 10mM sodium fluoride (NaF). Protein extract homogenates were
clarified by centrifugation at 4°C for 15min at 13,000rpm. Protein concentrations of the
supernatants were determined by Bradford protein assay using Coomassie plus reagent (Pierce,
Life technologies; Carlsbad, CA).
Total proteins (100 μg/well) were resolved by SDS-PAGE (4-12% gels), transferred to PVDF
membranes (iBlot gel transfer stacks PVDF regular, Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA), blocked (TBST
with 5% non-fat dry milk) and incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. Primary
mouse monoclonal antibodies for p44/42 MAPK (ERK1/2) and phospho-p44/42 MAPK (pERK1/2) (both ERK1/2 (cat. #9102) and p-ERK1/2 (cat. #9106) were from Cell Signalling;
Danvers, MA; 1:10,000 dilution) were used. The mouse monoclonal antibody for GAPDH
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(ab8245 Abcam; Cambridge, MA; 1:5,000 dilution) was also used in conjunction with ERK
antibodies as a loading control. Blots were then washed in TBST four times at 15-minute
intervals and incubated with HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody for 1 hour at
room temperature with agitation. Blots were washed again in TBST and bands were visualized
using SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (Thermo Scientific Inc; Ames, IA)
and exposed to film (Kodak Biomax MR film; Sigma-Aldrich; St Louis, MO). The fold change
in left ventricular pERK-1/2:total ERK-1/2 ratios were quantified and normalized to GAPDH
levels of the same protein loaded using densitometry analysis (ImageJ, NIH; Bethesda, MD).

Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) in red
positioned within the myocardium running alongside the longitudinal axis of the heart (D.M.
Beniamen., 2014).
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2.3.3 Measurement of infarct size 24 hours post-myocardial infarction
24 hours post-MI, mice were heparinized (0.5ml of 100U/ml, IP) to prevent blood coagulation
in the coronary arteries. Mice were then placed in a supine position by taping of the forelegs and
hind legs, the upper abdomen was opened horizontally, and the ribs and sternum were removed
to widen exposure to the chest cavity. The liver was pushed towards the intestine, and the
thoracic cavity was made visible. Dissection scissors (Dumont; Montignez, Switzerland) were
used to sever the left common carotid artery, left subclavian artery and pulmonary vessels,
making the thoracic aorta visible and identifiable by its thick lipid encasing. The thoracic aorta
was separated and removed from the spine by cutting in between the aorta and spine in an
upward direction towards the heart. After careful excision of the heart and attached aorta away
from the thymus and surrounding connective tissue, a 2.5 ml syringe with a blunted end of a 29gauge gavage-feeding needle (Fine science tools; North Vancouver, BC) was passed through the
thoracic aorta and up toward the heart just above the aortic valve using two fine forceps
(Dumont; Montignez, Switzerland) under a Leica MZ6 stereomicroscope (Leica microsystems;
Wetzlar, Germany). A ~100 mm piece of 6-0 black silk suture (Ethicon) loosely tied onto the
shaft of the gavage-feeding needle was used to secure the heart to the cannula by a double knot
suture. Upon cannulation, the gavage-feeding needle/syringe was filled with 2ml-saturated KCl
that was gently fed in a retrograde fashion into the heart to arrest the beating heart in diastole to
aid perfusion and remove residual blood from the coronary sinus. The total time for surgery and
aortic cannulation was less than 5 minutes. The cannulated heart was then connected to a
Langendorff perfusion system (Harvard Apparatus; Holliston, MA) as shown in figure 2.3, and
perfused retrogradely with filtered 0.02% (wt/vol) Evans blue dye pigment powder (SigmaAldrich, St Louis, MO) dissolved in 1x PBS at a constant flow rate of 3 ml/min for 2-3 minutes,
until the entire heart presented blue in colour. Evans blue dye was used to stain the remote
myocardium, leaving the area at risk of infarction (AAR) unstained. The intact heart was then
rinsed in PBS and imaged using a Leica M651 MSD operating microscope (Leica
microsystems; Wetzlar, Germany). The right ventricle, left and right atria were then removed
(note. the right ventricle of hearts excised from our MEK inhibition 24 hour MI study were
transferred to a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube and frozen in liquid nitrogen for western blotting
analysis of ERK activity (method 2.3.2)) and the left ventricle was weighed and sliced into 7-8
parallel short-axis 2 mm thick slices using stainless steel razor blades aligned across a coronal
mouse heart slicer matrix (Zivic instruments; Pittsburgh, PA). The heart slices were imaged on
both sides for delineation of AAR and healthy myocardial tissue, and then immersed in freshly
prepared 1% (vol/wt) triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO)
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dissolved in 1x PBS in a 12 well plate. TTC was used to identify the nonviable myocardium
within the AAR (Hatfield, Mendelow et al. 1991). The colourless dye becomes enzymatically
reduced to a deep-red precipitate by dehydrogenases in the presence of NADH, which are
present in mitochondria of living tissue (Fishbein, Meerbaum et al. 1981). Since lethally
damaged cells do not retain these reactants, nonviable areas remain unstained and appear pale or
white, whereas viable cells stain red. Care was taken to avoid exposing the TTC solution to light
due to its sensitivity to light. The plate was covered in aluminum foil and placed in a 37 °C
incubator for 20 minutes. The sections were rotated while in TTC solution every 5 minutes as
tissue touching the wall or bottom of the wells would not be stained effectively. TTC solution
was then removed and the slices were immersed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA) for a maximum of 3 hours and then individually weighed and
photographed on both sides in order to identify the pale-coloured infarct area within each slice.
The formalin-fixation step enhances visibility of the red/pale contrast of the infarcted area (IA)
within the AAR, while also eliminating the fatty gloss effect apparent in photographs of unfixed
tissue (Bohl, Medway et al. 2009).
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Figure 2.3. Langendorff perfusion system setup passing 0.02% Evans blue solution into a
cannulated heart at a flow rate of 3 ml/minute.
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2.3.4 Photographing heart slices
The Leica M651 MSD operating microscope (Leica microsystems) with adjustable fiber optic
light sources and attached digital camera were used, and images processed using the Leica
application suite v3.8. Heart sections were blotted on tissue paper to remove excess moisture
and photographed on both sides. Tissue contrast was strongly affected by lighting conditions
and so care was taken to reduce light scattering reflected back from the tissue by photographing
behind a black background.

2.3.5 24 hours post-MI quantification of infarct area
Infarct size was estimated manually by demarcating between the differentially coloured left
ventricular areas, including: remote viable myocardium = blue, AAR = not blue and post-TTC
treatment infarct size (IS) = pale white. The image analysis software ImageJ (NIH; Bethesda,
MD) was used to trace around the areas of interest and relative areas were obtained using a pixel
count tool (scale bar set at 300 pixels/inch). AAR was determined as the average percent area
per slice (AAR or IS/total area of section) x 100 from the two sides of each section and were
then corrected for slice weight: Weight of total AAR = (Weight of Slice 1 × %AAR of Slice 1)
+ (Weight of Slice 2 × %AAR of Slice 2) + (Weight of Slice N × %AAR of Slice N)/Number of
slices. IS weight was calculated using the same formula. The infarct size is calculated as the
ratio of weight of total area of necrosis (AON) to weight of total AAR (Bohl, Medway et al.
2009). The procedure was performed for α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs, with subsets from
both groups having either an MI or sham operation (n=4 α1A-AR TG MI, n=5 α1A-AR TG sham,
n=5 NTL MI and n=5 NTL sham). The degree of infarct expansion within the AAR was
determined for both α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs using the formula IS/AAR.
2.4 One week myocardial infarction model
2.4.1 Measurement of infarct size 7 days post-myocardial infarction
At 7 days post-MI, mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and the entire heart was excised.
The heart was then photographed, and the right ventricle, and left and right atria were removed
and discarded. The LV was weighed and dissection scissors were placed into the left ventricle
opening and a clean straight cut was made through the LV running down along the longitudinal
axis of the heart. The LV was then laid out to expose the inner LV cavity, and pins were used to
stabilize the tissue in a planar position for photography as shown in figure 2.4. The LV tissue
was dissected longitudinally down the axis of the heart into three pieces; two pieces were stored
in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes (Eppendorf; Hamburg, Germany) and rapidly frozen in liquid
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nitrogen for biochemistry (RNA and protein analysis), while the remaining larger centre piece
was stored in 4% paraformaldehyde in 1x PBS for 3 hours and then immediately transferred into
70% ethanol for histological analysis.

Biochemistry

Histological analysis
Figure 2.4. Exposed Left ventricular luminal cavity divided into three sections for
biochemistry and histological processing. Top thin transparent region is representative of an
infarct scar.
2.4.2 One-week post-MI Infarct area quantification
Digital images of the infarcted LV 7 days post-MI were quantified using ImageJ (NIH;
Bethesda, MD). The area of infarction was identified as a depression of thin pale transparent
collapsed tissue originating from the apical region of the heart. The infarcted area was traced
and expressed as a percentage of the total area of the left ventricle using the following
expression: total infarct size = (infarct area/total LV area) x 100. The study used α1A-AR TG
mice and their NTLs, with subsets from both groups having either an MI or sham operation (n=5
per group; α1A-AR TG MI, α1A-AR TG sham, NTL MI and NTL sham).

2.5 Immunohistochemical processing of left ventricular myocardial tissue
Male α1A-AR TG male mice and their NTLs at 8-12 weeks of age were sacrificed by cervical
dislocation and their hearts excised. The whole left ventricle (LV) was separated and immersed
in 4% paraformaldehyde (w/v) in 1x PBS for 3 hours. The LV was then transferred to 70%
ethanol and transversely cut into three sections, comprised of: base, mid-ventricular region and
apex (figure 2.5(a)). The pieces were embedded in paraffin and 5μm sections encompassing the
apex, mid-ventricle and base of the LV were examined as described in methods 2.5.1-2.5.3.
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Transversely cut 5μm mid-ventricular sections from α1A-AR TG male rats and their NTLs at 812 weeks of age provided by our collaborators led by Stephen Vatner, Rutgers New Jersey
Medical School were processed and analyzed for capillary density at baseline (i.e. no
experimentally-induced myocardial injury) as described in methods 2.5.1. Capillary density was
quantified within the endocardial (inner-most tissue lining the chambers of the heart) and
epicardial (outer layer) regions (figure 2.5(b)).

(a)

x.

y.

z.
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Epicardium
Endocardium

(b)

Figure 2.5(a). Schematic diagram of the heart in transverse sections: x. base, y. midventricular and z. apex (D.M. Beniamen., 2014). (b). Transversely cut left ventricular section
subdivided into epicardium and endocardium regions of the myocardium.

2.5.1 Capillary density in alpha1A-AR TG mice and rats, and their NTLs at 8-12 weeks of
age
Mouse and rat tissue sections were deparaffinized in changes of xylene and rehydrated in
decreasing concentrations of ethanol (100% to 70%). Antigen retrieval was performed for 20
minutes at 98°C in antigen unmasking solution (Vector laboratories; Burlingame, CA; 1:100
dilution). This heat-induced retrieval process was performed in order to remove methylene
bridges that form during fixation and cross-link proteins, thereby potentially masking antigenic
sites onto which antibodies can bind. Sections were then rinsed three times with 1x phosphate
buffered saline (PBS), and incubated with Sudan Black B (Sigma-Aldrich; Saint Louis,
Missouri; 0.1% diluted in 70% ethanol) at room temperature for 20 minutes to reduce autofluorescence. Sections were rinsed immediately with 1x PBS three times at ten minutes intervals
and the tissue was continually agitated during each rinse. A mouse anti-alpha smooth muscle
actin monoclonal antibody (ab5694 Abcam; Cambridge, MA; 1:250 dilution) diluted in normal
goat serum (Sapphire biosciences,) was applied to each section and incubated at 4°C overnight
in order to identify and exclude vascular smooth muscle cells that line veins, arteries and
arterioles.
After washing sections three times with 1x PBS at five minute intervals, the
vasculature/endothelial cell Fluorescein-conjugated GSL I-isolectin B4 (Isolectin-IB4) (Vector
laboratories; Burlingame, CA; 1:90 dilution) and a separate Alexa fluor 594 goat anti-mouse
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polyclonal IgG antibody (A-11005, Invitrogen, Eugene, OR; 1:250 dilution used for identifying
alpha smooth muscle actin-positive vasculature) diluted in normal goat serum, were applied to
each section for 1 hour at room temperature in the dark. The isolectin-IB4 fluorochrome has an
excitation wavelength of 495 nm and thus does not require secondary antibody treatment.
Sections were rinsed with 1x PBS and Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI (Vector
laboratories, Burlingame, CA) was applied onto each section, followed by a cover slip and
sealing. The fluorescent staining was observed using a Carl Zeiss LSM 700 upright microscope
with lasers set to detect wavelengths:
DAPI (blue) - 430-475 nm
Alexa Fluor 594 (red) - 594 nm
Isolectin-IB4 (green) – 495-515 nm
Five random high-powered oil immersion images per tissue section were photographed at x40
magnification. Capillary density was quantified in a blinded manner using Zen lite 2012
software (Carl Zeiss microscopy, Oberkochen, Germany) by counting the number of isolectinIB4-positive capillaries within a defined area devoid of longitudinally-cut capillaries. The
average capillary density of five sections per sample was expressed as number of
capillaries/mm2.

2.5.2 Cardiomyocyte and endothelial cell proliferation post-myocardial infarction in
alpha1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs
Longitudinally cut LV paraffin-embedded sections of the LV were deparaffinized in changes of
xylene and rehydrated in decreasing concentrations of ethanol. Sections were then stained with
either rabbit polyclonal anti-Ki67 (ab15580, Abcam; Cambridge, MA; 1:200); the proliferative
marker for G1, S, G2 and mitosis phase of the cell cycle or the mitotic marker phospho-histone
H3 using a rabbit polyclonal anti-phospho-histone H3 antibody (ab5176, Abcam; Cambridge,
MA; 1:90). To identify proliferating cardiomyocytes, each section was co-stained with a mouse
monoclonal anti-heavy chain cardiac myosin antibody (ab50967, Abcam; Cambridge, MA;
1:300) specific for both cardiac myosin alpha and beta heavy chains (α/β-MHC), and incubated
at 4°C overnight. After three washes in 1x PBS at five minute intervals, sections were incubated
with two secondary antibodies: Alexa fluor 594 goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Invitrogen,
Eugene, OR; 1:250) and Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse antibody ( Invitrogen,
Eugene, OR; 1:300) for 1 hour at room temperature. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI in a
hard-set
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pHH3+cardiomyocyte nuclei were manually counted within regions of the infarcted tissue
divided into: infarct, border and remote zone at x40 magnification in oil immersion, in a blinded
manner. The border zone was assessed as an area spanning approximately 2mm between the
infarct and remote zones. The number of proliferating cardiomyocytes was expressed as number
of Ki67+ or pHH3+ CMs/mm2 and averaged over five high-power fields per zone in each
specimen. Staining was detected and visualized by Carl Zeiss LSM 700 upright microscope and
counted using Zen lite 2012 software.
To measure endothelial cell proliferation, rabbit polyclonal anti-Ki67 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA;
1:200) was used as primary antibody and sections were incubated overnight at 4°C. After 3
washes in 1x PBS at five-minute intervals, the sections were incubated with Alexa fluor 594
goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR; 1:250) and the fluorescein-labelled
Isolectin-IB4 (Vector laboratories, Burlingame, CA; 1:90). Proliferating endothelial cells were
quantified by determining the number of Ki67+ Isolectin-IB4+ nuclei within an area of interest
(mm2) in infarct, border and remote zones at x40 magnification in oil immersion using the Zen
lite 2012 software. The results were then averaged and expressed as number of Ki67+
capillaries/mm2.

2.5.3 Detection of apoptosis in 7 day post-MI samples: TUNEL assay
Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) (Promega; Madison,
WI) is an assay used for identifying DNA fragmentation of apoptotic cells in situ. The assay is
dependent on the detection of blunt ends of double stranded DNA breaks caused by TdT. The
TdT enzyme catalyzes the addition of fluorescently labelled dUTPs at 3’-hydroxyl termini of
DNA ends, allowing apoptotic cardiomyocytes to fluoresce (Negoescu, Lorimier et al. 1996).
TUNEL was performed on paraffin-embedded 5μm longitudinal sections of left ventricular
myocardium excised 7 days post-MI, according to the manufacturer’s directions. Sections were
incubated at 4°C overnight with mouse monoclonal anti-heavy chain cardiac myosin antibody
(Abcam; Cambridge, MA; 1:300) to identify cardiomyocytes. Cell nuclei were counterstained
with DAPI (Vector laboratories, Burlingame, CA) to identify morphological changes
characteristic of apoptotic nuclei. The total number of TUNEL-positive cardiomyocyte nuclei in
the infarct, border zones and remote zones were manually counted and expressed per high
power field (HPF) at x40 magnification in oil immersion. The staining efficiency of TUNEL is
highly dependent on reagent concentrations, fixation of tissue and accessibility of DNA strand
breaks, and therefore a DNase-treated positive control (Promega; Madison, WI) and a no-TdT
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treatment negative control was included in each experiment.
2.6 Cardiomyocyte isolation, culture and treatment
2.6.1 Preparation of material for cardiomyocyte isolation
Prior to commencement of cardiomyocyte isolation, all necessary buffers described in sections
2.6.4 were prepared and culture dishes were coated with laminin (10ug/ml overnight at 4ºC)..
Cardiomyocyte culture, wash and plating medium were all freshly made, and pH and
temperature equilibrated to 37°C for 2 hours by incubating in a 2% CO2 incubator. The
Langendorff perfusion system (Harvard Apparatus) was optimized with a circulating water bath
set to 37°C. Approximately 500 ml of perfusion buffer was prepared for each heart, and 50 ml
of this solution was used to prepare the cardiomyocyte digestion buffer per tube with an addition
of collagenase II (Worthington Biochem; Lakewood, NJ). Cardiomyocyte stop buffer was used
to inactivate the collagenase after sufficient digestion of the cannulated heart was achieved.

2.6.2 Removal and cannulation of the heart
The mouse was heparinized (0.2ml of 100U/ml of heparin, IP) to prevent blood coagulation and
placed back into its cage for five minutes, in order to give the heparin sufficient time to
circulate. The mouse was sacrificed by using 40mg/kg sodium pentobarbitol, the chest wiped
with 70% ethanol and the peritoneal cavity opened using dissection scissors. The rib cage was
then cut to expose the heart and pulmonary vessels positioned beneath the heart were severed to
easily identify the abdominal aorta. The abdominal aorta was separated from the spinal cord as
described in methods 2.3.3. The right carotid artery was then cut, and all extra cardiac tissue
(such as: thymus and lungs) was removed, allowing for the heart to be separated and placed in a
60-mm dish containing 10 ml of Krebs-Henseleit buffer (KHB) (methods 2.6.3) at room
temperature. The Leica MZ6 stereomicroscope was then used to visualize the heart for in situ
cannulation. Two fine forceps were used to gently slide the aorta onto the blunt end of a 29gauge gavage-feeding needle cannula so that the tip of the cannula was just above the aortic
valve. A ~100 mm piece of 6-0 black silk suture was then tied around the end of the aorta to
secure the heart in place and the cannula was placed onto the Langendorff system for immediate
perfusion. The time taken for heart cannulation was less than three minutes.

2.6.3 Perfusion and enzymatic digestion of the heart
Hearts were perfused with KHB (120mM NaCl, 15mM KCl, 0.5mM KH2PO4, 5mM NaHCO3,
10mM HEPES 5mM glucose, pH 7) for three minutes at a flow rate of 3 ml/min to flush the
remaining blood from the vasculature. The buffer was then switched to cardiomyocyte digestion
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buffer containing collagenase II (13 minutes 3mg/ml, 10 minutes with 43 μM Ca2+). Total
digestion time was approximately ~13 minutes, and a well-perfused heart was identifiable by the
swollen, pale and pliable surface of the heart. Once the heart was completely digested, the atria
were removed, and the ventricles placed in a sterile 60mm petri dish. All further work was
carried out in a laminar flow culture hood under aseptic conditions. Perfusion buffer containing
5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (also known as stopping buffer, 1ml) was added to the tissue
to inactivate any further collagenase activity and the ventricle teased apart with two fine forceps
followed by trituration using sterile transfer pipettes of different bore sizes. The resulting
cardiomyocyte suspension was passed through a 200μm sterile cup filcon filter (BD
Biosciences; San Jose, CA) to remove excess non-digested tissue and to allow isolated
cardiomyocytes to be filtered directly into a 15ml polypropylene conical tube. Additional
stopping buffer was added to the filtered suspension to a final volume of 10ml. To determine
total cardiomyocyte yield per heart, a 10μl aliquot of suspended cardiomyocyte/stopping buffer
solution was pipetted into a Neubauer improved haemocytometer (LW Scientific; Melbourne,
VIC) and under a light microscope all rod-shaped (viable) cardiomyocytes lying within the four
grids (corners) of the haemocytometer were counted, while round (non-viable) cardiomyocytes
were discounted. To determine the effectiveness of the isolation procedure, the percentage yield
of rod-shaped cardiomyocytes was calculated by expressing the total rod-shaped
cardiomyocytes over total (viable and non-viable) cardiomyocytes. Yields were calculated using
the following formula:
Cells per ml = average count per grid x dilution factor in conical tube (1/100) x 104
The remaining cell homogenate was centrifuged for three minutes at 20g (Eppendorf centrifuge
5415R; Hamburg, Germany) and the pellet resuspended in stopping buffer containing
successively increasing calcium concentrations over three steps (0.1, 0.4, 0.9 mM). Between
each centrifugation and calcium reintroduction stage, the cells were left to sit in suspension for
two minutes to allow for gravity settling. Calcium reintroduction was intended to restore the
calcium concentration within cardiomyocytes to physiological levels and to density-purify
cardiomyocytes, separating them from non-CMs and all non-viable cells (figure 2.6). After the
last wash, rod-shaped CMs were counted again to determine the number of CMs harvested.

2.6.4 Cardiomyocyte plating and culture
All cardiomyocyte culture and treatments were conducted over a 48-hour period and as a result
only high healthy yields of (70%) of rod-shaped cardiomyocytes per isolation were used.
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Cardiomyocytes were plated into laminin-coated 24-well plates (Costar; Corning, NY) at 2000
cells/ml in cardiomyocyte plating medium (preparation for 2 sets of cultures required 50ml total
volumes, including: 43ml MEM medium, 10% FCS, 500 mM BDM, 50μg/ml Pen strep, and
50μg/ml Na-ATP). The 24-well plate was gently agitated back and forth to ensure even
distribution of cardiomyocytes along the surface of the wells, and the plate was incubated in a
2% CO2 incubator at 37°C for one hour to allow cardiomyocyte attachment. The plating
medium was then gently aspirated and the cells were gently washed with 1ml of pre-equilibrated
washing medium (for 2 cultures, 50ml total volumes: 49.5ml MEM medium and 50μg/ml
Penicillin streptomycin) to remove any cell debris and non-attached cells. Cardiomyocytes were
then plated with 1 ml culture medium (2 sets of cultures required 50 ml total volumes: 48 ml
MEM medium, 0.001 g/ml BSA, 500 Mm BDM, 50μg/ml ITS and 50μg/ml Penicillin
streptomycin) and incubated at 2% CO2 37°C for 1 hour to allow for cell attachment. Cultured
cardiomyocytes were then treated as detailed in methods 2.6.5, over a period of 48 hours. For
cardiomyocyte protein extraction, the procedure described above was repeated, however cells
were cultured in 6-well plates and supplemented with an additional 2ml of medium. Note also
that double the volume of drug treatment was administered per well in a 6-well plate based on
methods 2.6.5.
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Animal sacrifice and heart excision

5 minutes/animal

Extracardiac material removed

1-2 minutes/heart

Retrograde perfusion of the heart using
Langendorff perfusion system (enzymatic
dissociation with collagenase)

13 minutes/heart

Heart teasing and separation

1-2 minutes/heart

Cardiomyocyte filtration (200 μm filcon filter)

1-2 minutes

Acclimatization to physiological Ca2+

20 minutes

Pellet resuspended and plated on lamininpretreated 24-/ or 6-well plates

10 minutes

Short term culture with Alpha1A-AR anatagonist
and/or agonist treatment

48 hours

Figure 2.6. Summary of the adult (8-12 week-old)
murine cardiomyocyte isolation protocol indicating
time taken to complete each process.
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2.6.5 Cultured cardiomyocyte treatment
Following successful cardiomyocyte attachment to the base of wells for 1-2hrs, culture medium
was aspirated; cells were gently washed with wash medium and then replenished with 1 ml in a
24-well plate of pre-equilibrated culture medium. The effect of agonist or antagonists of the α1AAR on cardiomyocyte secretion of VEGF-A and the other pro-angiogenic growth factors
involved in endothelial cell cross-talk was assessed by dividing wells into various treatment
groups (figure 2.7). Drugs used to treat cardiomyocytes included: a well- reported antagonist of
the alpha-1 adrenergic receptor family known as [7-methoxy-3H] Prazosin (Sigma-Aldrich;
Deisenhofen, Germany; 1μM in 100% methanol) (Luther, Podlowski et al. 2001) and A61603
(Sigma-Aldrich; Deisenhofen, Germany; 25μM stock in H2O) a potent α1A-AR-specific agonist
(Knepper, Buckner et al. 1995). Cardiomyocytes were incubated in culture medium with
A61603 (25nM; diluted in H2O) with or without prazosin. 100% Methanol at 1μl was added to
each well not treated with prazosin, to control for any residual cellular effects caused by the
methanol component of the prazosin compound, and a negative control group with prazosin
alone in the culture medium was included to control for any effects of prazosin. Cobalt (II)
chloride (CoCl2) (Sigma-Aldrich; Deisenhofen, Germany; 50 nM) was also used as a positive
control group for VEGF-A up-regulation due to its established role as a hypoxia mimetic agent.
Cultured cells exposed to CoCl2 have been found to experience an artificially induced hypoxia,
resulting in direct stabilization of HIF-1α expression and subsequent up-regulation of VEGF-A
(a HIF-1α target gene) expression and extracellular secretion (Wang and Semenza 1993).
Cardiomyocytes were pre-treated with prazosin or methanol, followed by treatment with
A61603 or CoCl2 (2% CO2 37°C). All treatment groups of cardiomyocytes isolated from α1AAR TG mice and their NTLs were performed in duplicate. Additional 12-well plate cultures
were also used for collection of conditioned medium of cultured cardiomyocytes in order to
analyse secreted VEGF-A protein levels destined for analysis by an ELISA assay. The following
treatment groups were used: negative control (non-treated MEM CM culture medium), 12.5nM
A61603, 25nM A61603 or 50nM A61603 (figure 2.8). Cardiomyocyte cultures were treated for
48 hours, followed by collection of the conditioned medium.
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Negative
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A61603
25nM +
Prazosin

Negative
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A61603
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Prazosin

A61603
25nM
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Prazosin

Prazosin

CoCl2

Figure 2.7. Representative 24-well plate template containing cultured cardiomyocytes isolated
from α1A-AR TG mice or their NTLs, with varying treatment groups (Prazosin, A61603 with
methanol, CoCl2, negative control (non-treated MEM medium)) performed in duplicate.
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Figure 2.8. Representative 24-well plate template containing cultured cardiomyocytes
isolated from α1A-AR TG mice or their NTLs, with treatment groups: 12.5nM A61603, 25 nM
A61603, 50nM A61603 and negative control (non-treated MEM medium) performed in
duplicate.
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2.6.6 Collection and storage of conditioned medium from cardiomyocytes
Conditioned medium from treated cardiomyocytes was collected from each well, pipetted into
1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was
removed and filtered through a 10 ml syringe filter (Terumo; Tokyo, Japan) directly into a new
labelled Eppendorf tube, and stored at -80°C until required for VEGF-A protein analysis using
an ELISA assay (Section 2.6.10) or HUVEC treatment in angiogenesis assays (Section 2.7.2).
2.6.7 Preparation of heart homogenates and RNA extraction from tissue
For preparation of total RNA, previously dissected frozen left ventricular sections (Section
2.4.1) collected from α1A-AR TG mice or their NTLs 7 days post-MI were thawed, cut into three
pieces (infarct zone, border zone (2mm below infarcted area) and remote zone) and placed into
separate 1.5ml Eppendorf tubes. 1ml of TRIzol (Life technologies; Carlsbad, CA) was pipetted
into each 1.5ml Eppendorf tube to isolate total RNA from heart tissue. Samples were
homogenized (polytron homogenizer, Kinematica) on ice to prevent overheating of homogenate
solution and degradation of RNA. Chloroform (1/10 volume) was added and the mixture was
vortexed for 30 seconds and placed on ice for 10 minutes before centrifugation at 8000 x g for
10 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was extracted and mixed with an equal volume of
isopropanol and incubated on ice for 10 minutes. Following centrifugation, the RNA pellet was
air-dried at room temperature for 30 minutes and resuspended in 50μl of DEPC-treated H2O.
RNA concentrations were determined by Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific Inc; Ames, IA) and
stored at -80°C. Prior to use of RNA, all samples were thawed and DNase-treated using the
Ambion Turbo DNA free kit at 2U/μl (Life Technologies, Ambion; Carlsbad, CA) to remove
contaminating genomic DNA and divalent cations within the sample.

2.6.8 Cultured cardiomyocyte RNA extraction
Total RNA, was extracted from isolated CMs using the TaqMan gene expression cells-to-CT kit
RNA (Life Technologies, Ambion; Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.6.9 Cultured cardiomyocyte conditioned medium extraction
Extra-cellular-secreted VEGF protein for ELISA assays was collected from 24-well plate
cultures of treated CMs incubated with conditioned medium. Medium from each well was
aspirated and placed into an Eppendorf tube.
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2.6.10 ELISA quantification of VEGF in conditioned medium from cultured
cardiomyocytes
Conditioned medium from cultured cardiomyocytes treated with either 12.5nM A61603, 25 nM
A61603, 50nM A61603 or negative control (non-treated MEM culture medium) were analyzed
for cardiomyocyte-secreted VEGF protein levels using the Quantikine mouse/rat VEGF ELISA
kit (R&D Biosystems, Minneapolis, MN) according to the manufacturers instructions. Note. the
VEGF ELISA kit recognizes both VEGF-A and VEGF-B forms.

2.6.11 qRT-PCR analysis of angiogenic markers
Total RNA (200ng) isolated CMs or LV tissue 7 days post-MI was reverse-transcribed into
cDNA using the TaqMan Reverse Transcription Reagents (Applied Biosystems Inc; Foster City,
CA). Samples were incubated in the C1000 thermal cycler (Bio-rad) for 1 h at 37°C and 5 min
at 95 °C as per manufacturer's instruction. The cDNA samples were then analyzed by real-time
analysis using TaqMan® Universal PCR Master Mix and optimized probes and primers
(TaqMan Gene assay probes, Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA) for the angiogenic markers
HIF-1α and VEGF-A, and for HPRT (housekeeping gene used for normalization). The PCR
amplification was performed in 384 well plates on the Light Cycler 480 (Roche; Indianapolis,
IN) with each well containing 20µl reactions of: 1µl genomic DNA, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 20 pM of
each primer, 200 µM of dNTP mixture and 1U of Taq polymerase. The PCR conditions were as
follows: 95°C for 3 minutes, 30 cycles of [94°C for 40 seconds, 53°C for 40 seconds, 72°C for
80 seconds]; and a final extension at 72°C for 10 minutes. Expression of HIF-1α and VEGF-A
were normalized to HPRT. In a separate preliminary experiment conducted by P.Balaji and
R.M. Graham (unpublished data, 2013) expression of various angiogenic markers including:
VEGF-A, HIF-1α, angiopoietin-1 and -2 (Ang-1 and -2), placental growth factor (PGF),
fibroblast growth factor (FGF), neuropilin-1 and -2 (NRP-1 and -2) and heme oxygenase (HO-1)
were also tested in isolated cardiomyocytes from α1A-AR TG and their NTLs at baseline. All
RT-PCR reactions were performed in triplicate and fold changes were determined using the
2−ΔΔCt method.

2.7 Endothelial cell culture and treatment
2.7.1 Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) cell culture
Endothelial basal medium (EBM) was prepared by adding all the provided supplements (1ml
bovine brain extract (BBE), 0.5ml ascorbic acid, 0.5ml hydrocortisone, 0.5ml human epidermal
growth factor, 10ml foetal bovine serum (FBS) and 0.5ml Gentamicin) according to the product
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insert (LONZA; Life Technologies, Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA), and incubated for 1 hour at 5%
CO2, 37°C. Sterile 1.2ml cryovials (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) containing HUVECs
retrieved from -80°C were gradually thawed in a 37°C water bath. HUVECs were seeded into
T-25cm2 flasks (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) containing the EBM medium, and over a 24hour incubation period 70-80% confluency was achieved. The following day, prior to
preparation of the matrigel assay, HUVECs were serum starved for 3-6 hours in 5ml EBM
medium without antibiotics or additional growth factors. In order to dislodge the cells from the
surface of the flask, HUVECs were trypsinized with 3ml trypsin (Life Technologies, Invitrogen;
Carlsbad, CA) for 3 minutes in 5% CO2, at 37°C, and then diluted with EBM medium.
Dislodged cells were pelleted down at room temperature by centrifugation at 1,000rpm for 3
minutes, resuspended in 2-3ml EBM medium and total HUVEC cell yield was determined using
a haemocytometer visualized under a light microscope. HUVECs were subsequently
resuspended at 2000 cells per 100μl of EBM medium in a 15 ml conical tube, and 100μl of the
homogenous HUVEC cell suspension was carefully plated in a 96-well matrigel plate per well
as described in methods 2.7.2. HUVEC culture, harvesting and cryopreservation was only
performed with cells from passages 1-9, as morphological changes and differentiation of the cell
line appeared soon after.

2.7.2 Matrigel tube formation assay
The HUVEC in vitro angiogenesis assay was used to mimic the ability of ECs to form threedimensional capillary-like tubular structures when cultured on a growth factor-reduced
basement membrane matrix. As a result we were able to measure the angiogenic activity (i.e.
number of tubules formed) of CM-conditioned medium on HUVECs. The assay provides a
matrix on which ECs can differentiate, migrate, branch out and form tubular polygonal lattices
of blood vessels. One day prior to the experiment, growth factor-reduced BD Matrigel (BD
biosciences; East Rutherford, NJ), 96-well plate and 200μl pipette tips were stored in a 4°C
refrigerator overnight to allow the materials to thaw/chill. All further manipulations were
performed under a laminar flow culture hood under aseptic conditions. Towards the end of
serum starvation of HUVECs, and prior to counting HUVECs, 75μl of matrigel was added to
the appropriate number of wells, while keeping the 96-well plate on ice. Due to the viscous
nature of the matrigel when in liquid form, pipette tips were cut to increase bore size and ease
matrigel suction and expulsion. The matrigel-treated 96-well plate was then swirled until the gel
was evenly distributed over the entire well without bubble formation, and incubated in a 5%
CO2, 37°C incubator for thirty minutes to allow the matrigel to polymerize (stabilize and set).
Approximately 5000 HUVECs were plated per well in 100μl of EBM endothelial basal medium
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(Lonza; Basel, Switzerland) and incubated at 5% CO2, 37°C. After 1 hour incubation, the
medium was removed and incubated for 6 hours with 75μl of either: EBM medium or
conditioned medium from treated or untreated NTL or α1A-AR TG cardiomyocyte cultures
(treatment groups included: EBM alone (referred to throughout this study as control EBM
medium), EBM + 1μl OF 1000x VEGF-A (10ng/ml; R&D systems; Minneapolis, MN),
unconditioned CM (that is minimal essential medium (MEM)) medium, unconditioned CM
medium + VEGF-A, conditioned medium from untreated NTL CMs, conditioned medium from
NTL CMs treated with 25nM A61603, conditioned medium from untreated α1A-AR TG CMs
and conditioned medium from α1A-AR TG CMs treated with 25nM A61603). All 6-treatment
groups were measured in duplicate. Images of each well were taken using a light microscope at
x20 magnification (figure 2.9), and the total number of tubules was quantified using ImageJ.
Total number of tubules was expressed as a percentage following subtraction and normalization
to the number of tubules in unconditioned CM medium e.g. total number of tubules (%) =
((number of tubules in conditioned medium from NTL CMs treated with 25nM A61603 –
number of tubules with unconditioned CM medium)/ (number of tubules with unconditioned
CM medium)) x 100.

2.7.3 Cryopreservation of HUVECs
For long-term storage and maintenance of the HUVEC cell line, cells were cryo-frozen. EBM
medium was aspirated from cultured HUVECs between passages of 1-9 and cells were washed
with 1x PBS. HUVECs were detached as described in method 2.7.1 and the cell suspension was
collected and centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for 3 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated, and cell
pellet resuspended in 90% BSA and 10% DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, Missouri), and
frozen in cryovials at -80°C.

2.8 Statistical analysis
Statistical comparisons were performed using Prism 6 GraphPad software. All data were
expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). For statistical comparison of two
groups, unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test was used; for comparison of three or more groups,
one-way ANOVA followed by Tuckey’s post-hoc test was used or two-way ANOVA followed
by Tuckey’s or Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (when comparing parameters within and between
groups). Values of P<0.05 were considered significant.
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Figure 2.9. Representative image of tubes formed by HUVECs on growth factor-reduced
matrigel after incubation with conditioned or unconditioned cardiomyocyte MEM medium for
6 hours (x20 magnification, scale bar 100 μm).
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3. Results
3.1. Effect of cardiac-restricted overexpression (66-fold) of the α1A-adrenergic receptor
(α1A-AR) gene.
The role of the α1A-AR in murine myocardial perfusion was investigated using the previously
generated α1A-AR transgenic line, which, under the control of the α-MHC promoter, has 66-fold
overexpression of the α1A-AR, specifically in cardiomyocytes (CM) (Lin, Owens et al. 2001).
Male α1A-AR transgenic (TG) mice and their non-transgenic littermates (NTLs) on a FVB/N
genetic background were used at 8-12 weeks of age. Previous functional studies have reported
the α1A-AR TG line to possess a hyper-contractile phenotype in the absence of hypertrophy, as
well as protection against maladaptive cardiac remodelling and progression to heart failure in
rodent models subjected to pressure overload by transverse aortic constriction (TAC) or MI (Du,
Fang et al. 2004, Du, Gao et al. 2006). However the direct mechanism downstream of the α1AAR, that instigates improved cardiac outcome in rodent models remains unknown. During the
analysis of α1A-AR over-expression and its physiological implication in cardiac-hypertrophy,
our lab made the serendipitous finding that the α1A-AR TG rats displayed enhanced
angiogenesis and cardiomyogenesis in the form of increased EC and CM proliferation,
respectively.
3.1.1. Angiogenic marker expression in isolated cardiomyocytes from α1A-AR TG rodents
and their NTLs
Preliminary unpublished data obtained from our laboratory at the Victor Chang Cardiac
Research Institute conducted by P. Balaji and R.M. Graham, utilized isolated CMs from
untreated (baseline) 8-12 week old α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs. CMs were probed for the
expression levels of various angiogenic markers in an attempt to identify the cause (angiogenic
stimuli) for the enhanced angiogenesis that was observed by our collaborators from Rutgers
New Jersey Medical School (headed by Prof. S.F. Vatner) in α1A-AR TG rats compared to their
NTLs post-MI. Angiogenic markers actively involved in the formation of micro-vessels include:
VEGF-A, Ang-1 and -2, HIF-1α, NRP-1 and -2, and HO-2. From this set of data in conjunction
with our collaborators from Rutgers New Jersey Medical School working with the α1A-AR TG
rats, we hypothesized that the α1A-AR improves myocardial perfusion by inducing angiogenesis
and cardiomyocyte proliferation through a paracrine mechanism between CMs and ECs via CMsecreted VEGF-A. From the listed angiogenic markers known to be involved in angiogenesis
and vasculogenesis, significant up-regulation (~3-fold) of the VEGF-A gene was evident in
isolated cardiomyocytes from α1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs (Figure 3.1(a)).
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Preliminary data collected from the Vatner laboratory (Figure 3.1(b) tested the expression levels
of angiogenesis-associated markers: cluster of differentiation 36 (CD36), baculoviral inhibitor
of apoptosis repeat-containing 5 (Birc5) and the pro-angiogenic marker VEGF-A in isolated
cardiomyocytes from the α1A-AR TG rats and their NTLS. Up-regulation of all three genes was
observed in the α1A-AR TG rats compared to their NTLs, however the highest increase was in
VEGF-A mRNA expression (~2.3 fold) in the α1A-AR TG rats when normalized to the
housekeeping gene GAPDH. Both mouse and rat preliminary results identified the VEGF-A
gene as the predominant angiogenic marker associated with cardiac-restricted α1A-AR overexpression.
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Figure 3.1. The relative mRNA expression levels of angiogenesis related genes in isolated
cardiomyocytes from 8-12 week old α1A-AR TG mice (n=4) and their NTLs (n=4) (a), and 1
month old α1A-AR TG rats (n=5) and their NTLs (n=5) (b). (a) mRNA content extracted from
isolated cardiomyocytes cultured for 48 hours at 2% CO2, 37°C in MEM culture medium was
analyzed for angiogenesis-related genes: VEGF-A, angiopoietin (Ang)-1/2, placental growth
factor (PGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF), hypoxia inducible factor (HIF)-1α, neuropilin
(NRP)-1/2 and heme oxygenase (HO)-1. An approximate 3.4 fold increase in VEGF-A
mRNA expression was observed in α1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs. Error bars
represent ±SEM. P-values were calculated by an unpaired student’s t-test. *p<0.05. (b)
Cardiomyocytes isolated from the α1A-AR TG rats displayed a significant up-regulation in
angiogenesis-related genes: VEGF-A, CD36 and Birc5, with the greatest 1.3 fold increase
observed in VEGF-A compared to NTLs. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were
calculated by an unpaired Student’s t-test. *p<0.05. Preliminary results for figure 3.1(a) were
collected from unpublished data by P.Balaji & R.M. Graham, 2013, and figure 3.1(b) from
unpublished data by our collaborators at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School, Prof. S.F.
Vatner, 2013.
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3.2. Capillary density at baseline in the left ventricle (LV) of α1A-AR TG mice and rats
compared to their NTLs
The multi-faceted angiogenic growth factor VEGF-A is known to bind to its receptor, VEGFR2, which is expressed selectively on vascular ECs, thereby stimulating mitogenesis, EC growth
and migration, vascular permeability, angiogenesis and vasculogenesis (Leung, Cachianes et al.
1989, Unemori, Ferrara et al. 1992). To determine the implications of up-regulated VEGF-A
mRNA expression at baseline in α1A-AR TG mice and rats compared to their NTLs, we
quantified angiogenesis as the number (density) of capillaries present in the left ventricle (LV).
Hearts of α1A-AR TG mice and rats, and their NTLs at 8-12 weeks of age were excised,
transversely sectioned and stained for the endothelial cell marker, isolectin-IB4 (green), and the
vascular smooth muscle marker, α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) (red). The number of
capillaries (excluding veins, arteries and arterioles that stained positive for α-SMA) was divided
by the total area (mm2) per HPF x40 magnification (figure 3.2(a)). LVs from α1A-AR TG mice
and their NTLs were subdivided into apex, mid-ventricular and base regions, and capillary
counting was performed within each region. Significantly increased capillary density at baseline
was observed only in the mid-ventricular region of the α1A-AR TG mice compared to their
NTLs (average of ~3100 capillaries counted per mm2 for α1A-AR TG compared with ~2800
capillaries per mm2) (figure 3.2(c)). Based on these findings only mid-ventricular sections from
α1A-AR TG rats and their NTLs were provided by our collaborators at Rutgers New Jersey
Medical School and quantitated. The mid-ventricular sections were divided into epicardium
(outer-most layer of the myocardium) and endocardium (inner-most layer of the myocardium),
and isolectin-IB4 positive capillaries were counted within each area (figure 3.3(a)). Capillary
density was increased at baseline in α1A-AR TG rat endocardial and epicardial regions in midventricular sections relative to NTLs, with an average of ~2400 capillaries per mm2 in pooled
data from both the epicardium and endocardium of α1A-AR TG rats compared to ~ 2200
capillaries per mm2 in the epicardium and endocardium of NTLs (figure 3.3(b)).
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Figure 3.2. Capillary density in α1A-AR TG mice (n=10) and their NTLs (n=13) at baseline
(8-12 weeks of age with no exposure to experimental conditioning). Male mice were
sacrificed at 8-12 weeks of age, and the LV was sectioned transversely into three regions:
apex, mid-ventricular and base, as shown in the diagram of the heart on the right side of
figure 3.2(b)-(d). Each LV region was embedded in paraffin, sectioned transversely (5μm
thick) and stained using the endothelial cell marker isolectin-IB4 (green), α-smooth muscle
actin (red) to stain for smooth muscle cells in vessel walls, and DAPI (blue) for nuclei.
Capillary density was quantified using Zen lite 2012 software, and expressed per area (mm2)
combining both epicardial and endocardial HPF images taken at x40 magnification. (a).
Representative images of histological sections stained positive for Isolectin-IB4 (green), αsmooth muscle actin (red) and DAPI (blue) in the base, mid-ventricular and apex regions of
the LV of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs. (b). Capillary density quantified in the base
region (epicardial and endocardial regions combined) of the LV from α1A-AR TG mice
compared to their NTLs. (c). Capillary density in the mid-ventricular region of the LV from
α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs. (d). Capillary density in the apex region of the LV from
alpha1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were
calculated by an unpaired Student’s t-test. *p<0.05.
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Figure 3.3. Capillary density in α1A-AR TG rats (n=9) and their NTLs (n=9) at baseline.
Male rats were sacrificed at 8-12 weeks of age, the LV was sectioned transversely and the
mid-ventricular region was utilized for this study. Each mid-ventricular piece was embedded
in paraffin, sectioned transversely (5μm thick) and stained using the endothelial cell marker
Isolectin-IB4 (green), α-smooth muscle actin (red) to stain for smooth muscle cells in vessel
walls, and DAPI (blue) for nuclei. Capillary density within the endocardium (ENDO) and
Epicardium (EPI) of each section was quantified using Zen lite 2012 software, and
expressed per area (mm2). (a). Representative images of histological sections stained
positive for Isolectin-IB4 (green), α-smooth muscle actin (red) and DAPI (blue) in the midventricular region of the LV of α1A-AR TG rats and their NTLs. (b). Capillary density
quantified in the endocardial and epicardial regions of the mid-ventricular section from α1AAR TG rats compared to their NTLs. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were calculated
by an unpaired student’s t-test. *p<0.05.

3.3.


Infarct size and area at risk in α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 24hrs post-

myocardial infarction
Reliability of infarct size (IS) measurements in mouse models subjected to MI is commonly
assessed by histological methods. In the setting of an acute MI (24hrs), the infarcted area and
area at risk (AAR) measurements are used to determine the area of infarction throughout the
entire left ventricle (LV). For the present study, male mice at 8-12 weeks of age (α1A-AR TG
and NTLs) were randomly assigned to either MI or sham-operation. MI was induced by openchest surgery to occlude the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery, as previously
described in method 2.2. Twenty-four hours later, mice were heparinized and sacrificed. Hearts
were excised with the thoracic aorta intact and cannulated in situ. Each cannulated heart was
then perfused with Evans blue solution at a constant flow rate of 3ml/min for 2-3 minutes
(figure 3.4(c)), sectioned into 7-8 pieces, each 5mm thick, and then incubated in 2,3,5triphenytetrazolium chloride (TTC) solution. The Evans blue solution was used to distinguish
between hypo-perfused tissue and healthy myocardial tissue, while TTC was used to identify
areas of necrosis as described in detail in method 2.3.3 (figure 3.4(a & b)). The IS and AAR
measurements were vital for identifying the mechanisms conferring cardioprotection through
improved myocardial perfusion in α1A-AR Tg mice compared to their NTLs. The AAR
represents the perfused myocardial tissue distal to the occluded coronary artery and is a major
determinant of treatment prognosis (Redfors, Shao et al. 2012). During an acute MI almost all of
the myocardium within the AAR progresses into necrosis and enhanced cardiomyocyte
apoptosis with increasing duration of left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) occlusion.
Necrosis occurs in a transmural-like pattern termed ‘wave-front phenomenon of myocardial
death’ whereby infarct size increases from the endocardial regions of the perfusion bed towards
the epicardium and periphery of the AAR (Reimer and Jennings 1979). Without intervention or
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collateral flow from surrounding arteries this process results in complete necrosis of the entire
myocardium at-risk; that is it becomes infarcted.

3.3.1 Infarct size and area at risk analysis
IS was identified as the white coloured necrotic areas post-TTC incubation, and were measured
using ImageJ planimetry. IS, expressed as a percentage of the total area of each section, was
significantly greater in NTL hearts (~50%) subjected to acute MI compared to the α1A-AR TG
mice (~16%), by 2-fold (figure 3.4(d)). The α1A-AR TG hearts were observed to have smaller
injury within the apex of the heart, compared to the completely infarcted apex of their NTLs. No
observable difference was found in the AAR between the α1A-AR TG and their NTLs, both
presenting with large AARs of 43-50%. (figure 3.4(e)). However, the ratio of AAR
representative of IS was significantly greater by 2-fold (~50%) in the NTL compared to their
α1A-AR TG mice (figure 3.4(f)). IS/AAR was used to determine the degree of infarct expansion
within the AAR i.e. effectiveness of IS reduction by over-expression of the α1A-AR in the
myocardium.
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Figure 3.4. Analysis of Infarct size (IS) and area at risk (AAR) in α1A-AR TG mice (n=4)
and their NTLs (n=5) at 24 hours post-myocardial infarction (MI). Mice were subjected to
myocardial infarction and sacrificed 24 hours later. Hearts were excised and perfused with
0.02% Evans blue solution to identify the areas at risk (hypo-perfused pink tissue) followed
by incubation of left ventricular sections in 1% TTC to distinguish the infarcted areas
(white). (a). Hearts excised from α1A-AR NTLs 24 hours post-MI were perfused with Evans
blue solution and the left ventricle (LV) was sectioned for AAR quantitation, followed by
TTC incubation for IS area quantitation using ImageJ planimetry software. (b). LV sections
excised from α1A-AR TG mice 24 hours post-MI, perfused with Evans blue and TTC
incubation. (c). Whole hearts excised from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs after induction
of a 24-hour MI. Pink tissue localized in the apical region of the heart indicated successful
ligation of the left anterior descending coronary artery. (d). Infarct size area in the LV of α1AAR TG at 24 hours post-MI compared to their NTLs. (e). AAR expressed as a percentage of
hypo-perfused pink areas (not perfused with Evans blue solution) over the total surface area
of each LV section in α1A-AR TG and their NTLs. (f). The ratio of IS area to AAR in α1A-AR
TG mice compared to their NTLs. For figures d, e and f, error bars represent ±SEM. pvalues were calculated by an unpaired Student’s t-test. *p<0.05.


3.4. Infarct size and area at risk analysis in MEK-inhibited α1A-AR TG mice and their
NTLs 24hrs post-myocardial infarction
We hypothesize, that the α1A-AR-mediated increase in myocardial perfusion occurs by a
paracrine mechanism of action between CMs and neighbouring ECs, stimulating angiogenesis.
Figure 3.4. shows that improved myocardial perfusion in the α1A-AR TG mice compared to their
NTLs at baseline corresponded to a cardioprotective effect post-MI with reduced IS and less
CM necrosis. Previous studies have attributed the α1A-AR cardioprotective response post-MI to
the direct effect of α1A-AR-ERK survival signalling in CMs (Huang, Wright et al. 2007). Huang,
Wright et al. (2007) observed a complete reversal of survival signalling upon induction of cell
death in α1ABKO (mice void of the cardiac α1A- and α1B adrenergic receptors) CMs co-infected
with a dominant-negative MEK1 cDNA and the α1A-AR cDNA. In addition ERK-activation was
found to be dependent upon the α1A-AR and not the α1B-AR, demonstrating a cardioprotective
effect by the α1A-AR activated ERK in CM survival.
To ascertain whether the cardioprotective response observed in our α1A-AR TG mice was due to
improved myocardial perfusion, and hence angiogenesis, a series of acute (24hrs) MI
experiments were conducted with mice receiving an injection of either vehicle or the MEK
inhibitor U0126 24 hours prior to MI induction. Temporary global MEK inhibition was
expected to ensue, and IS and AAR measurements post-MI were analyzed to determine whether
cardioprotection becomes ablated or reduced in the absence of α1A-AR-ERK activation.
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The α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLS were randomly divided into 4 different treatment groups:
α1A-AR TG vehicle + MI, α1A-AR TG U0126 + MI, NTL vehicle + MI and NTL U0126 + MI.
Vehicle animals were injected with 30% DMSO, whereas animals injected with the U0126
compound received a concentration of 10mg/kg/day (dissolved in 30% DMSO). Mice were then
subjected to a 24hr acute MI as described in method 2.2, followed by IS and AAR analysis as
described in methods 2.3.3-2.3.5 (Figure 3.5(a-d)).
α1A-AR TG mice injected with vehicle or U0126 MEK inhibitor displayed a significantly
reduced infarct size compared to their NTL groups treated with either vehicle or U0126 MEK
inhibitor (Figure 3.5(e)). To determine whether MEK inhibition exerted a detrimental effect
post-MI, we compared the percentage of IS and AAR within each group i.e. α1A-AR TG vehicle
vs. α1A-AR TG U0126 MEK-injected. No difference was observed between α1A-AR TG vehicle
vs. α1A-AR TG U0126 MEK-injected, or NTL vehicle vs. NTL U0126 MEK-injected post-MI,
indicating no direct effect of MEK inhibition on CM survival in either NTL or the α1A-AR TG
66-fold overexpressors post-MI. No difference was observed in AAR (figure 3.5(f)) or in
IS:AAR (figure 3.5(g)) across the experimental groups. Interestingly, the IS:AAR presented
here did not replicate those of figure 3.4(f) despite the similar IS recorded across all groups
presented in figure 3.5(e) compared to figure 3.4(d) suggesting variability in infarct sizes or
limitations in our current AAR quantitation model.
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Figure 3.5. Analysis of IS area and AAR in α1A-AR TG mice (n=4) and their NTLs (n=3)
treated with the MEK inhibitor U0126 compound or vehicle, and subjected to MI for 24
hours. Mice were injected with 10 mg/kg/day of the U0126 compound 24 hours prior to
induction of myocardial infarction and then sacrificed 24 hours post-MI. Hearts were
perfused with Evans blue solution, followed by TTC incubation for determination of IS and
AAR respectively. (a). Representative images of LV sections stained with Evans blue
solution and TTC. Hearts excised from NTLs injected with vehicle (30% DMSO diluted in
1x PBS) 24 hours post-MI were perfused with Evans blue solution and the LV was sectioned
for AAR quantitation, followed by TTC incubation for IS area quantitation using ImageJ
planimetry software. (b). LV heart sections perfused with Evans blue solution and incubated
in TTC from NTLs injected with U0126 in 30% DMSO for AAR and IS area quantitation.
(c). LV sections from α1A-AR TG mice injected with vehicle (30% DMSO diluted in 1x
PBS) assessed for AAR and IF area as described for Figure 3.3(a). (d). LV sections from
α1A-AR TG mice injected with U0126 and assessed for AAR and IS area as described for
Figure 3.3(a). (e). Percentage of IS area encompassing the LV of mice post-MI from the
various MEK treatment groups: NTL vehicle, NTLs U0126, α1A-AR TG vehicle and α1A-AR
TG U0126. (f). Percentage of AAR in the LV of mice post-MI from the various MEK
treatment groups described in figure 3.3(e). (g). Ratio of IS area to AAR in the LV of mice
post-MI from the various MEK treatment groups. For figures e, f and g, error bars represent
±SEM. p-values were calculated by a One-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests.
**p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.6. Densitometry analysis of ERK phosphorylation levels in α1A-AR TG mice and
their NTLs pre-treated with the U0126 compound or vehicle, and subjected to MI for 24
hours. Levels of phosphorylated ERK1/2 (pERK1/2) and total ERK1/2 (~36-42kDa) were
determined by western blot analysis of tissue homogenates from NTL MI + Vehicle (n=1),
NTL MI + U0126 (n=3), α1A-AR TG MI + Vehicle (n=3) and α1A-AR TG MI + U0126 (n=2)
mice. GAPDH was used to assess loading conditions. Fold change in left ventricular
pERK1/2:ERK-1/2 ratios normalized to GAPDH was determined following densitometry
analysis. Error bars represent ±SEM. No significant difference was reported p>0.05.
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3.5. α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-myocardial infarction
Immediately after a myocardial infarction, necrosis of the myocardium leads to an increase in
loading conditions that trigger a series of remodelling events. Initially cardiac remodelling
occurs as an adaptive response by triggering hypertrophic increases in cardiac size to match the
haemodynamic and physiological demand on the heart. However over time the reparative
changes result in increased collagen scar deposition reduced contractility and impaired cardiac
function that can progress to heart failure and eventual death. Post-infarction remodelling is a
time-dependent process. The early phase occurs over the first 72 hours and involves CM death
and expansion of the infarct zone (Erlebacher, Weiss et al. 1984). The late phase involves
further infarct expansion into the border zone, LV wall thinning and dilatation, CM hypertrophy
and deterioration of contractile function (Kramer, Rogers et al. 1998). To determine the degree
of protection offered by improved myocardial perfusion of the LV of α1A-AR TG mice
compared to their NTLs in an injury phase that is well into cardiac remodelling, cellular and
molecular changes within the LV of mice were assessed 7 days post-MI.
3.5.1. Infarct size analysis in α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-myocardial
infarction
Randomly selected α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs were subjected to either MI or sham
operation as described in method 2.2. Mice were sacrificed 7 days later, and their LVs excised
and transected down the mid-line. Thinning, dilatation and regression of the LV wall at the apex
7-days post-surgery were indicators of successful MI surgery (figure 3.7(b & d). IS analysis was
performed to determine the extent of infarct over the total surface area of the transected LV.
Infarcted tissue was prominent along the apical and mid-ventricular regions directly below the
ligated LAD. Infarcted tissue was distinguished from non-viable tissue by its thinned
myocardium and transparent-like appearance as indicated below the yellow line in figures 3.7(a
& c). IS was significantly reduced in the LV of α1A-AR TG mice by ~1.5 fold compared to their
NTLs (figure 3.7(e)).
Following IS quantitation, the transected LVs from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs were
divided into 3 pieces for immunohistochemical and biochemical analyses, to assess the
protective role of the α1A-AR (i.e. improved myocardial perfusion and angiogenesis) post-MI.
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Figure 3.7. Analysis of infarct size in α1A-AR TG mice (n=5) and their NTLs (n=5) 7 days
post-MI. Mice were subjected to a myocardial infarction for 7 days and sacrificed
immediately after. Hearts were excised and the LV was transected slightly anterior to the
midline, and the ventricular cavity exposed. Infarct scar size (transparent myocardium) was
measured by planimetry using Image J software and expressed as a percentage of the total
surface area of the transected LV. (a). Transected LV of NTL at 7 days post-MI. (b). NTL
whole heart at 7 days post-MI, presenting with a collapsed and thin LV wall within the apical
region. (c). Transected LV of α1A-AR TG at 7 days post-MI. (d). α1A-AR TG whole heart at 7
days post-MI. (e). Infarct scar size in α1A-AR TG and their NTLs at 7 days post MI
expressed as a percentage of the total surface area of the transected LV cavity. Error bars
represent ±SEM. p-values were calculated by an unpaired Student’s t-test. *p<0.05.
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3.5.2. Cardiomyocyte apoptosis in α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days postmyocardial infarction.
To further investigate the protective role of the α1A-ARs in facilitating angiogenesis and
improved myocardial perfusion, mice subjected to MI for 7-days were assessed for the number
of apoptotic CMs present within the infarct, border and remote zones of the transected LV. The
DeadEnd fluorometric TUNEL system assay was used to identify DNA fragmentation of
apoptotic cells in situ, and counterstained with α/β-MHC to specifically identify CMs of the
myocardium (method 2.5.3).
The TUNEL assay was performed on samples at 7-days post-MI, alongside positive controls
(DNase-treated), negative controls (rTdT enzyme), and sham-operated α1A-AR TG mice and
their NTLs (figure 3.8(a)). CM apoptosis was identifiable by a saturated fluorescent green
staining of TUNEL positive nuclei counterstained with red for α/β-MHC positive CMs
(arrowheads) as indicated in figure 3.8(b). CM apoptosis was significantly reduced by~2-fold in
the infarct zone of α1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs, however no difference was
observed between the border zones or remote zones of either group figure 3.8(c). No TUNEL
positive CMs were identified in α1A-AR TG and NTL sham-operated mice (data not shown).
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Figure 3.8. Cardiomyocyte apoptosis in the LV of α1A-AR TG mice (n=3) and their NTLs

(n=4) 7 days post-MI. Cardiomyocyte apoptosis in longitudinally cut histological sections

was assessed by TUNEL assay, with staining for the apoptotic nuclear marker TUNEL

(green), cardiomyocyte marker heavy chain cardiac myosin (α/β-MHC) (red) and DAPI

(blue) nuclei. The number of TUNEL positive nuclei per high power field (HPF) were
 counted at x40 magnification within the infarct, border and remote zones, and expressed as a
 percentage of the total nuclei. (a). Representative histological sections used as controls (not
 measured) for staining of TUNEL, including: DNase-treated positive control, no rTdT
 enzyme incubated section as a negative control and sham-operated α -AR TG mice and
1A
 their NTLs. (b). Representative images of histological sections stained positive for TUNEL
 (green), α/β-MHC (red) and DAPI (blue). White arrowheads indicate TUNEL+
 cardiomyocyte nuclei. (c). Quantitation of total TUNEL+ cardiomyocyte nuclei per HPF at
 x40 magnification in the infarct, border zone and remote zone of LV sections from α1A-AR

TG mice and their NTLs, 7 days post-MI. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were
 calculated by Two-way ANOVA and post hoc Bonferroni’s test. *p<0.05.
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3.5.3. Cardiomyocyte proliferation in α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days postmyocardial infarction.
CM proliferation in the LV of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs was assessed using the
proliferative marker Ki67 as a positive indicator of DNA replication, and the proliferation
marker phospho-histone H3 (pHH3). Ki67 expression is present in the nucleus of cells in active
phases of the cell cycle (G1, S, G2 and Mitosis) (Scholzen and Gerdes 2000), and was present in
the nuclei of some CMs from the infarct, border zone and remote zones of α1A-AR TG mice and
their NTLs (arrow heads) (figure 3.9(a)). Ki67 expression was significantly up-regulated in all
three zones of the α1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs, indicating a greater degree of CM
proliferation (DNA replication) occurring in α1A-AR TG mice (figure 3.8(b)).
The proliferative marker pHH3 was also used to assess CM proliferation in α1A-AR TG mice
and their NTLs, due to its more selective expression in the nucleus of cells in the G2 and Mitosis
phases of the cell cycle (late phases of the cell cycle) (Crosio, Fimia et al. 2002). For this study,
pHH3 was used to confirm proliferation due to its reliability as an end-stage marker of mitosis.
In contrast, widespread expression of Ki67 throughout the active phases of the cell cycle make it
less reliable due to uncertainty of all Ki67+ cells surviving the cell cycle and undergoing
successful cytokinesis, thereby reducing its value as a marker of the proliferative index.
Proliferating CMs positive for pHH3 (arrowheads; figure 3.10(a)) were more abundant in the
border zone of α1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs at 7 days post-MI. No significant
difference in pHH3+ proliferating CMs was evident in areas of infarction or in the remote zone
between α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs (figure 3.10(b)).
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 Figure 3.9. Ki67 positive cardiomyocyte proliferation in the LV of α1A-AR TG mice (n=6;
 Sham n=5) and their NTLs (n=6; Sham n=3) 7 days post-MI. Cardiomyocyte proliferation in
 longitudinally cut histological sections was assessed by staining for the S-phase cell cycle
 proliferation marker Ki67 (green), cardiomyocyte marker α/β-MHC (red) and DAPI (blue)
+
2
 for nuclei. The number of Ki67 cardiomyocytes was divided by the total area (mm ) per
 HPF at x40 magnification. (a). Representative images of histological sections stained
 positive for Ki67, α/β-MHC and DAPI in the infarct, border and remote zones of LV’s
 excised from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-MI. White arrowheads represent
+
 Ki67 cardiomyocytes. (b). Quantitation of the number of proliferating cardiomyocytes in
 the infarct, border and remote zones of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-MI.
 Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were calculated by Two-way ANOVA and post hoc
 Tuckey’s HSD test. *p<0.05.
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Figure 3.10. Phospho-histone H3 (pHH3) positive cardiomyocyte proliferation in the LV of
α1A-AR TG mice (n=6) and their NTLs (n=5) 7 days post-MI. Longitudinally cut
histological sections from the LV of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs were stained for the
proliferation marker pHH3, which is specific for the G2 and Mitosis phases of the cell cycle
(green), α/β-MHC (red) and DAPI (blue) for nuclei. (a). Representative images of
histological sections from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-MI stained positive
for pHH3, α/β-MHC and DAPI within the infarct, border and remote zones. (b).
Quantitation of pHH3+ cardiomyocytes in α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-MI
in the infarct, border and remote zones of the LV per HPF, x40 magnification. White
arrowheads represent pHH3+ cardiomyocytes. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were
calculated by Two-way ANOVA and post hoc Tuckey’s HSD test. *p<0.05.
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3.5.4. Endothelial cell proliferation in α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days postmyocardial infarction.
Longitudinally cut LV sections from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-MI, were
assessed for endothelial cell proliferation as an indicator of angiogenesis post-injury. Cells
staining positive for Ki67 (red) and Isolectin-IB4 (green) were identified as proliferating
endothelial cells (arrowheads; figure 3.11(a)). Endothelial cell proliferation was significantly
up-regulated in the infarct, border and remote zones of α1A-AR TG mice compared to their
NTLs (figure 3.11(b)). The remote zone of α1A-AR TG mice displayed the greatest degree of
endothelial cell proliferation by 0.5 fold compared to the remote zone of NTLs.
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Figure 3.11. Endothelial cell (EC) proliferation count in α1A-AR TG mice (n=6; Sham n=4)
and their NTLs (n=6; Sham n=4) 7 days post-MI. Mice were subjected to myocardial
infarction for 7 days, and sacrificed immediately after. The LV was embedded in paraffin,
sectioned longitudinally (5μm thick) and stained for isolectin-IB4 (green), the active G1, S,
G2 and M-phase cell cycle proliferation marker Ki67 (red) and DAPI (blue) for nuclei. (a).
Representative histological sections of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs stained for
isolectin-IB4, Ki67 and DAPI, within the infarct, border and remote zones. White
arrowheads represent Ki67+ proliferating ECs. (b). Quantitation of proliferating endothelial
cells in the infarct, border and remote zones of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days postMI, as well as sham-operated animals. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were calculated
by Two-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests. *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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3.5.5. VEGF-A and HIF-1α mRNA expression in the LV of α1A-AR TG mice and their
NTLs 7 days post-MI
RNA extracted from LV tissue of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs 7 days post-MI was used to
detect the level of VEGF-A mRNA and the hypoxia-inducible factor-α (HIF-1α) mRNA
expression present in the infarct, border and remote zones. HIF-1α is a pro-angiogenic
transcription factor that is stabilized under hypoxic conditions within the cellular environment.
In response to ischaemia, CMs respond to decreased cellular oxygen by stabilizing cytoplasmic
HIF-1α, resulting in the transcriptional activation of various target genes, including VEGF-A, an
initiator of angiogenesis (Forsythe, Jiang et al. 1996). HIF-1α accounts for the transcription of
~89% of the genes that are up-regulated during ischaemia (Greijer, van der Groep et al. 2005),
and its-up-regulation has previously been correlated with reduced infarct size and increased
capillary density following myocardial injury (Kido, Du et al. 2005).
VEGF-A mRNA expression levels within the LV was not different between α1A-AR TG mice
and their NTLs (relative to HPRT mRNA expression) at 7 days post-MI. Compared to NTL
sham, VEGF-A mRNA expression in the infarct, border zone and remote zone of NTLs was
significantly reduced. Similarly, compared to α1A-AR TG sham LV, VEGF-A mRNA expression
levels in the infarct and border zone were significantly down regulated (figure 3.12).
HIF-1α mRNA expression levels normalized to HPRT were significantly up-regulated by ~3.5
fold in the infarct zone of NTLs compared to NTL sham LVs. No difference in HIF-1α
expression was observed in the remaining zones of the NTL mice or the α1A-AR TG mice LVs
7-days post-MI (figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.12. Relative VEGF-A mRNA expression levels in the LV of α1A-AR TG mice
(n=3) and their NTLs (n=4) 7 days post-MI. The LV was excised and divided into infarct,
border zone (2mm below infarct zone) and remote zones, and qRT-PCR analysis for VEGFA mRNA expression was performed on the LVs of each sample, normalized to the
housekeeping gene HPRT. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were calculated by Twoway ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests. **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

Figure 3.13. Relative HIF-1α mRNA expression levels in the LV of α1A-AR TG mice (n=3)
and their NTLs (n=4) 7 days post-MI. qRT-PCR analysis was performed on LV samples
sectioned into infarct, border and remote zones, and HIF-1α mRNA expression was
normalized to the housekeeping gene HPRT. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were
calculated by TWO-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests. *p<0.05.
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3.6. α1A-AR stimulated-CM production and secretion of the angiogenic growth factor
VEGF-A
3.6.1. VEGF-A mRNA expression in isolated cardiomyocytes from α1A-AR TG mice and
their NTLs.
Cardiomyocytes isolated from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs at 8-12 weeks of age were
cultured for 48 hours in the presence of 2% CO2, 37°C and treated with varying concentrations
of the selective α1A-AR agonist ‘A61603’, the α1-AR antagonist, prazosin, or a combined
treatment with A61603 and prazosin. Previous studies using fibroblasts transfected with either
α1A-ARs or α1B-ARs have shown that A61603 acts as a more potent agonist (35-fold) for the
α1A-AR than the α1B-AR (Knepper, Buckner et al. 1995). Prazosin has also previously been
shown to directly inhibit the agonistic effects of the A61603 (Zerpa, Bailey et al. 2006, Zimnik,
Treadway et al. 2013).
Figure 3.14(a) shows a significant up-regulation of the angiogenesis-related gene VEGF-A in
isolated CMs of NTLs treated with 25nM A61603 compared to the untreated cells. A61603
(25nM)-stimulated CMs from α1A-AR TG showed elevated VEGF-A expression compared to the
A61603 (25nM) treated NTL CMs, however there were no differences between A61603-treated
α1A-AR TG CMs and their respective vehicle-treated controls. Furthermore, a significant
increase in VEGF-A mRNA expression was noted in untreated CMs from α1A-AR TG mice,
compared to untreated NTL CMs as shown in figure 3.14(b). A61603 at a concentration of
25nM appeared to stimulate VEGF-A mRNA transcriptional up-regulation in NTL CMs
compared to their vehicle-treated controls. In addition, the α1A-AR inhibitor ‘prazosin’ reduced
the level of VEGF-A mRNA expression when combined with 25nM A61603 for treatment of
α1A-AR TG CMs and their NTLs, however this was not significantly different between the
groups.
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Figure 3.14. Relative VEGF-A mRNA expression levels in isolated cardiomyocytes from
α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs treated over a 48-hour period with either an: α1A-AR agonist
(A61603) at a concentration of 25nM (n=7), an α1A-AR non-selective antagonist (Prazosin)
(n=3), 25nM A61603 + Prazosin (n=3), or untreated (negative control). (n=7) (a). qRT-PCR
analysis of isolated cardiomyocytes treated for 48 hours with either: 25nM of A61603, 1 μM
Prazosin, 25nM A61603 with Prazosin, or untreated (no drug added into medium). VEGF-A
mRNA expression was normalized to the housekeeping gene HPRT. (b). Simplified graph
extracted from figure 3.11(a), indicating VEGF-A mRNA expression levels in isolated
cardiomyocytes from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs treated with 25nM A61603 or
untreated. Significant up-regulation of VEGF-A expression was only present in the 25nM
A61603 and untreated groups. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were calculated by Twoway ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests. *p<0.05.
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3.6.2. VEGF-A protein concentration in cardiomyocyte conditioned medium from α1A-AR
TG mice and their NTLs.
The concentration of VEGF-A protein in the culture medium of CMs treated with 25nM
A61603 or vehicle for 24 hours was measured using an ELISA assay. An increased level of
secreted VEGF-A protein was present in the A61603 (25nM) treated CM culture medium
extracted from NTLs compared to untreated NTL culture medium, however no difference were
observed in conditioned culture medium derived from α1A-AR TG CMs that were either
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untreated, or treated with A61603 (12.5, 25 and 50nM concentrations) (figure 3.15).

Figure 3.15. VEGF-A protein concentration in the conditioned culture medium of isolated
cardiomyocytes from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs treated over a 48-hour period with
either: varying concentrations of A61603 (12.5 nM (n=4), 25 nM (n=4), or 50 nM (n=4),) or
untreated (no drug added into MEM medium) (n=4). An ELISA assay was used to determine
fold change in VEGF-A protein secreted into the conditioned medium over a 48-hour culture
period. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values were calculated by Two-way ANOVA and post
hoc Tukey’s HSD tests. *p<0.05.
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3.7. α1A-AR mediated VEGF-A secretion by cardiomyocytes promotes angiogenesis in
HUVECs
Medium from cultured isolated CMs of α1A-AR TG mice or their NTLs that contained either:
25nM A61603 conditioned MEM CM culture medium, untreated (i.e. no added 25nM A61603)
conditioned medium (MEM CM culture medium with no added growth factors) or in untreated
(i.e. no added 25nM A61603) control EBM medium (endothelial basal cell medium with added
supplements: 1ml bovine brain extract (BBE), 0.5ml ascorbic acid, 0.5ml hydrocortisone, 0.5ml
human epidermal growth factor, 10ml foetal bovine serum (FBS) and 0.5ml Gentamicin) was
aspirated and collected. The collected medium was then incubated with HUVECs cultured on
matrigel for 6 hours at 4% CO2, 37°C. Immediately after, HUVEC tubule formation on matrigel
was imaged and quantitated as an indicator of angiogenesis mediated by a CM-endothelial cell
paracrine mechanism.
Branching tubule networks were observed on matrigel due to recruitment of surrounding
HUVECs when treated with angiogenic factors or supplemented with the necessary growth
factors present in EBM medium. Branching tubule formation was prominent in cultured
HUVEC wells incubated with control EBM medium and 25nM A61603. In contrast HUVECs
incubated with unconditioned MEM medium extracted from CMs of both α1A-AR TG mice and
their NTLs with no added growth factors, appeared as disorganized, thin and incomplete tubule
structures surrounded by non-viable endothelial cell clusters (figure 3.16(a)).
HUVEC tubule formation increased significantly in A61603-treated conditioned medium from
NTL cultured CMs compared to HUVECs incubated with untreated conditioned medium from
NTL CMs (figure 3.16(b)). No significant change was observed between HUVECs incubated
with A61603-treated CM conditioned medium and those incubated with untreated CM
conditioned medium derived from α1A-AR TG mice. Similarly, HUVEC tubule formation was
not significantly different between HUVECs incubated in untreated conditioned medium
derived from α1A-AR TG CMs or their NTLs.
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Figure 3.16. Angiogenesis assay measuring tubule formation of human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) incubated for 6 hours in cardiomyocyte conditioned medium
from α1A-AR TG mice (untreated conditioned medium n=5; 25nM A61603 n=3) and their
NTLs (untreated conditioned medium n=8; 25nM A61603 n=6). (a). Representative images
of HUVECs cultured on Matrigel and treated at 37°C for 6 hours with either of the
following: control endothelial basal medium (EBM) with added growth factors, untreated
unconditioned MEM (minimal essential medium without added growth factors) medium or
conditioned medium from cardiomyocytes untreated or treated with 25nM A61603. Scale
bar set to 100μm (b). Quantitation of the number of tubules formed by HUVECs incubated
in conditioned medium extracted from cardiomyocytes that were untreated (untreated
conditioned medium) or treated with 25nM A61603. Values are represented as a percentage
of tubules relative to unconditioned MEM medium. Error bars represent ±SEM. p-values
were calculated by Two-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests. **p<0.05.
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Previously developed transgenic mouse and rat models from our lab with cardiac-specific
overexpression of the α1A-AR (α1A-AR TG) have enabled us to identify an angiogenic role of the
α1A-AR; one that primes the myocardium for an adaptive advantage at birth and in response to
myocardial stress/injury (Du, Fang et al. 2004, Zhao, Park et al. 2012). Echocardiographicstudies have demonstrated the α1A-AR TG animals to possess enhanced inotropy, with preserved
cardiac function post-myocardial injury (i.e. pressure overload and MI) compared to their NTLs.
Overwhelming evidence has attributed the α1A-AR subtype to confer cardioprotection through
an α1A-AR-mediated-ERK-survival signalling pathway that rescues CMs from apoptosis in
response to pressure overload and ischaemia (Yue, Wang et al. 2000, Huang, Wright et al.
2007). However these studies were performed using in vitro cultured CMs. By contrast we have
identified that the α1A-AR TG show an increased capillary density at baseline in adult mice and
rats, as well as increased coronary blood flow in rats at baseline and until 4 weeks post-MI
(unpublished data not shown). In addition to ERK-signalling, we show α1A-AR TG animals to
have acquired an adaptively beneficial increase in neovascularization and myocardial perfusion,
which may be therapeutically conducive in delaying maladaptive LV remodelling and heart
failure.
In the present study we made the following novel observations. First, the α1A-AR expressed on
the CM cell surface stimulates angiogenesis within the mouse and rat myocardium at baseline.
Second, the CM-specific α1A-AR mediates myocardial angiogenesis via a paracrine mechanism
of action onto ECs through secretion of the angiogenic growth factor VEGF-A. VEGF-A
antagonists have been widely used in clinical trials for abrogation of tumour growth, metastatic
carcinomas and macular degeneration. However the primary problem underlying VEGF-A
antagonism is its chronic efficacy, systemic effect on the entire vasculature and the lack of
effective VEGF-A tissue-specific antagonists (Cannistra, Matulonis et al. 2007, Kamba and
McDonald 2007). Our study utilized in vitro CM culture techniques to further analyze the
agonistic effect of the α1A-AR agonist A61603, and whether or not the α1A-AR-agoinst could
selectively up-regulate downstream VEGF-A transcription and translation.
VEGF-A expression is modulated by a variety of stimuli in vivo and in vitro, including:
cytokines, growth factors and steroid hormones. However the most prominent modulator under
physiological conditions is hypoxia. Therefore in the ischaemic myocardium, insufficient
vascular supply and the resultant reduction in oxygen tension often leads to compensatory
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neovascularization acting to satisfy the metabolic demands of the myocardium. VEGF-A is upregulated at both the transcriptional and post-translational levels in response to acute hypoxia
and is reported to be the primary instigator of this angiogenic response (Forsythe, Jiang et al.
1996).
Transcriptional reguation of VEGF-A is mediated by stabilization of the hypoxia-sensitive HIF1α transcription factor and its subseqeunt binding onto HRE regions of the VEGF-A gene,
triggering VEGF-A mRNA activation and stabilization. This is evident in the infarcted
myocardium of mice, whereby VEGF-A mRNA and protein levels are initially elevated (peak at
12 hours post-MI) in the border zone, and progressively decreased (after 1 day), potentially
contributing to decompensated heart failure (Zhao, Zhao et al. 2010). Under normal conditions,
the half-life of VEGF-A mRNA is relatively short (approximately 30 minutes), however under
hypoxic stress it becomes significantly extended by stabilization of VEGF-A mRNA at its 3′
untranslated region to HIF-1α (Levy, Levy et al. 1996). In the setting of ischaemia, stablization
acts to increase the steady-state levels of VEGF-A mRNA. This is of importance during
ischaemia, as maximal levels of VEGF-A mRNA must be available for translation so that a
sufficient amount of protein is produced (for vessel formation and angiogenesis to occur) before
severe ischaemic injury ensues (Stein, Itin et al. 1998). These findings were kept in
consideration when analyzing our data, as VEGF-A mRNA levels were significantly decreased
at 7 days in the infarcted myocardium of α1A-AR TG mice and NTLs relative to their shams,
with no correlation to our HIF-1α mRNA data (figure 3.13). This indicated that VEGF-A
mRNA levels were significantly reduced at 7 days post-MI and were maintained below normal
(sham) levels in both α1A-AR TG mice and NTLs, potentially due to the short (less than 7-days)
VEGF-A mRNA half life under hypoxic conditions (figure 3.12).
Our findings provide insight into the α1A-ARs role in mediating angiogenesis through a crosstalk between CMs and ECs. As previously discussed in introduction 1.10.2, VEGFRs are
predominantly expressed on the EC surface and upon their activation cause the mobilization of
ECs into vessel formation (Shiojima, Sato et al. 2005, Zhao, Zhao et al. 2010). This information,
in conjunction with CMs accounting for the greatest source of VEGF-A secretion in the
myocardium (Giordano, Gerber et al. 2001), suggests that a paracrine mechanism is present and
necessary for the mobilization, adaptation and maturation of myocardial vasculature throughout
development and into adulthood.
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4.1 α1A-AR TG mice and rats display enhanced angiogenesis at baseline
We investigated the phenotypic effect that cardiac-specific α1A-AR overexpression exerted on
adult TG mice and rats at baseline. Of the various angiogenic markers tested, VEGF-A gene
expression was specifically up-regulated in isolated CMs from 8-12 week-old α1A-AR TG mice
(>4-fold) and 1 month-old α1A-AR TG rats (>1.3-fold) compared to their NTLs, suggesting that
α1A-AR expression modulates VEGF-A transcription (figure 3.1). To determine whether
elevated VEGF-A (a potent stimulator of endothelial cell activation) mRNA expression in α1AAR TG animals is physiologically translated into increased angiogenesis, we assessed total
capillary density (Zhao, Zhao et al. 2010). α1A-AR TG mice and rats showed a significant
increase in total capillary density at baseline in the mid-ventricular region of the myocardium
(measured by isolectin-IB4 positive staining for ECs lining the intraluminal wall of blood
vessels) compared to their NTLs (figure 3.2-3.3). In α1A-AR TG rats, the increased capillary
density was distributed across the epicardial and endocardial regions of the transversally cut
mid-ventricular section, indicating angiogenesis and enhanced myocardial perfusion to be
prominent throughout the mid-ventricular region where CM population is greatest (figure 3.3).
This increase in angiogenesis was present in the absence of hypertrophy suggesting that α1AAR-mediated enhanced capillary density in the myocardium was independent of hypertrophic
growth. The α1A-AR-mediated-angiogenic response was a particularly interesting find, because
α1A-ARs are exclusively expressed on CMs and not ECs, suggesting an α1A-AR-mediated crosstalk occurring between the two cell types of the myocardium. Collectively, the increased
capillary density along with increased VEGF-A mRNA expression observed at baseline in α1AAR TG animals; suggests that VEGF-A could be the primary paracrine molecule potentially
instigating this CM-EC cross-talk. Our findings are the first to implicate the α1A-AR as a
mediator of myocardial angiogenesis at birth and prior to any environmental stressors such as
hypoxic/ischaemic conditions. The α1A-AR TG mice and rats possess an adaptive advantage
with increased myocardial angiogenesis (i.e. increased VEGF-A mRNA expression and
increased capillary density), and hence improved myocardial perfusion due to cardiac-specific
overexpression of the α1A-AR, which may predispose them to improved survival postmyocardial injury.
4.2 Aim 1. Elucidate the role of the α1A-AR in improved myocardial perfusion.
4.2.1 Infarct size is reduced in α1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs post-MI
To determine whether increased angiogenesis and enhanced myocardial perfusion observed in
α1A-AR TG mice at baseline improves cardiac outcome post-MI, we analyzed infarct size and
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CM survival at 24 hours and 7-days after LAD ligation. We elected to use α1A-AR TG mice
because α1A-AR expression and proliferative potential in mice is similar to that in humans. In
contrast, rat CMs express α1A-ARs at significantly higher levels and possess a greater propensity
to proliferate.
At 24 hours post-MI, α1A-AR TG mice displayed a significantly smaller (1.5-fold) infarct size
(IS) compared to their NTLs (figure 3.4(a, b & d)), however AAR remained unchanged (figure
3.4(e)). Our data revealed the IS/AAR in α1A-AR TG mice to be significantly smaller compared
to their NTLs at 24 hours post-MI, suggesting that α1A-AR over-expression suppressed infarct
expansion by limiting the remodelling and transformation of hypoperfused myocardial tissue
into necrosis (figure 3.4(f)). Similarly, at 7-days post-MI where LV remodelling in the form of:
LV dilatation and infarct scar formation are more pronounced, the α1A-AR TG continued to
display a reduced infarct size compared to their NTLs by ~2-fold (figure 3.7(e)). This data
suggests that although AAR remains unchanged, the α1A-AR is exerting a protective effect on
the myocardium by reducing infarct expansion and CM apoptosis, and thus conversion of
myocardium into fibrotic scar tissue; a characteristic hallmark of LV remodelling.
To determine whether the cardioprotective effect was a direct result of enhanced myocardial
perfusion or the well-established α1A-AR-mediated ERK-survival signalling pathway (Huang,
Wright et al. 2007), we temporarily inhibited MEK signalling (using the U0126 compound) in
α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs subjected to 24-hours MI. Infarct sizes in α1A-AR TG mice and
their NTLs (figure 3.5(e)) were consistent with those observed in non-injected mice 24 hours
post-MI (figure 3.4(d)), however no difference in scar size was detected between α1A-AR TG
mice + U0126 and α1A-AR TG + vehicle, or NTL mice + U0126 and NTL TG + vehicle (figure
3.5(e)). These results indicate no change in infarct size, AAR (figure 3.5(f)) or IS/AAR (figure
3.5(g)) amongst treatment groups of the same genotype despite U0126 injection. Interestingly,
although we were able to be successfully reproduce the infarct size results presented in figure
3.4(d), IS/AAR was not significantly reduced in α1A-AR TG mice compared to NTLs as
previously observed. By process of elimination AAR was the varying factor, and percentage
areas across α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs appeared smaller with a greater degree of sample
size variability (figure 3.5(f)) compared to figure 3.4(e). This may be due to experimental
variability caused by slight variations in infarct size across MI groups, or the formation of
stochastic collateral vessels or anastomosis along the LAD. Furthermore, myocardial tissue
samples obtained from animals injected with U0126 were processed for protein extraction and
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western blot analysis in order to determine the effect of U0126 on MEK signalling.
Densitometry analysis was utilized to measure the degree of MEK inhibition by quantitation of
MEK activity via phosphorylated ERK and total ERK activity (downstream signalling molecule
of MEK). Although our densitometry data analysis was trending for down-regulated phosphoERK activity within α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs injected with U0126, compared to
vehicle-injected mice, no significant difference was evident across all groups (figure 3.6).
Therefore we were unable to successfully confirm or disprove whether ERK-survival signalling
was implicated in α1A-AR-mediated cardioprotection in vivo. Due to the preliminary nature of
the study and small sample size (n=1-3), further studies into MEK inhibition in vivo are
necessary to identify the cardioprotective mechanism as either directly mediated by ERK
signalling or enhanced myocardial perfusion, and determine drug efficacy with consideration of
its half-life whilst in circulation.
In a separate in vitro study conducted in our lab by Dr. Poornima Balaji, MEK inhibition was
successfully shown in U0126-treated CMs from wild type mice (n=6). Upon stimulation of α1AARs using the α1A-AR agonist A61603, VEGF-A mRNA expression was significantly upregulated by ~2-fold compared to vehicle (DMSO)-treated CMs, however in the presence of the
MEK inhibitor U0126, VEGF-A expression returned to basal levels after 48 hours (unpublished
data by Balaji, P. not shown), suggesting that VEGF-A translation and potentially the
underlying angiogenic response is dependent upon α1A-AR-mediated ERK signalling. Our in
vitro data are in keeping with previous studies reporting the ERK pathway to be essential for
reducing infarct size after acute myocardial ischaemia reperfusion (Zhao, Park et al. 2012),
reducing CM apoptosis in response to toxic stimuli (Huang, Wright et al. 2007), as well as
initiating VEGF-A-mediated EC proliferation (Koch and Claesson-Welsh 2012). Collectively
the data show α1A-AR to play a critical role in conferring cardioprotection in vitro through an
ERK-dependent-signalling pathway associated with VEGF-A downstream activation, which
may contribute to infarct size reduction post-MI and angiogenesis independent of our proposed
model of increased capillary density at baseline.
4.2.2 α1A-AR overexpression enhances CM survival and proliferation 7-days post-MI
In addition to reduced infarct size, α1A-AR TG mice subjected to a 7-day MI showed reduced
CM apoptosis and CM proliferation. The myocardium of α1A-AR TG mice displayed a reduced
incidence of CM apoptosis (2-fold) in the infarct zone compared to their NTLs, as assessed by
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TUNEL staining (figure 3.8(c)). The reduced number of apoptotic CM nuclei suggested more
viable myocardium and hence improved CM survival in TG mice in response to MI.
In mice and humans CM proliferation typically halts soon after post-natal development with
recent evidence suggesting as late as post-natal day 15 in mice (Naqvi, Li et al. 2014). However
studies have shown growing evidence in support of CM re-entry into the cell cycle during
adulthood, further stimulating their proliferative capacity (Schuster, Kocher et al. 2004, Hassink,
Pasumarthi et al. 2008). In concordance with these studies, CM proliferation 7-days post-MI
was measured by quantitating Ki67- and phospho-histone H3 (pHH3)-positively stained CM
nuclei. As discussed previously, Ki67 is expressed in the nuclei of CMs passing through the
active phases of the cell cycle (G1, S, G2 and Mitosis) (Scholzen and Gerdes 2000). Our results
showed significantly more proliferating CMs to be present in the infarct, border and remote
zone of α1A-AR TG mice compared to their NTLs (figure 3.9(b)). However due to Ki67’s
indiscriminate staining of all active phases of the cell cycle, we were unable to determine
whether all Ki67-positive CMs successfully underwent cytokinesis, and subsequently exited the
cell cycle. As a result, pHH3 staining was used as a confirmatory marker for proliferation due to
its more selective expression in CMs at the G2 and mitotic phases of the cell cycle, where
cytokinesis actively occurs (Crosio, Fimia et al. 2002). CM proliferation represented by pHH3positive α/β-MHC-positive cells was present only in the border zone of the longitudinally
sectioned myocardium post-MI, and was significantly increased in α1A-AR TG mice compared
to their NTLs (2.3-fold) (figure 3.10(b)). This data suggests that CM proliferation is actively
occurring in viable myocardium directly adjacent to the necrotic area, and may be the direct
result of proliferative stimuli released by nearby necrotic or apoptosing cells to adjacent
myocardial tissue (heterocellular microenvironment of CMs and ECs). The border zone
microenvironment contains the viable region exposed to hypoxic stress that is most vulnerable
to necrosis upon infarct expansion. In our α1A-AR TG mouse model, the border zone at 7-days
post-MI displayed no significant evidence of myocardial necrosis, and CM proliferation was
significantly increased compared to NTLs; a characteristic of myogenesis, further implicating
α1A-AR as a regulator of suppressed LV remodelling.
4.2.3 α1A-AR TG mice display increased neo-angiogenesis 7-days post-MI
To determine whether enhanced myocardial perfusion through stimulated angiogenesis
contributed to improved cardiac outcome post-MI, EC proliferation in the myocardium was
assessed by Ki67-positive nuclear staining within isolectin-IB4 positive ECs. Under the normal
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physiological setting, adequate angiogenesis provides CMs with the necessary perfusion to
receive oxygen and nutrients, and enable EC-CM interactions through paracrine signalling.
However in the setting of prolonged ischaemia post-MI, poor angiogenesis leads to CM
hypoperfusion, CM apoptosis and contractile dysfunction that eventually precipitate heart
failure (Leucker, Bienengraeber et al. 2011). At 7-days post-MI, α1A-AR TG mice showed a
significantly higher number of proliferating ECs at the infarct, border and remote zone of the
myocardium compared to NTLs (figure 3.11(b)). The greatest degree of EC proliferation was
present in the remote zone of the α1A-AR TG myocardium compared to NTLs by 2.5-fold,
indicating neo-angiogenesis to be most prominent in the viable myocardium i.e. remote zone.
This may be a protective mechanism exerted by viable α1A-AR-stimulated CMs to protect the
healthy myocardium from ischaemic injury and further reduce infarct expansion through
enhanced myocardial perfusion. Interestingly since α1A-AR is selectively expressed on CMs and
not ECs, our results show α1A-AR stimulation of CMs to promote EC proliferation through a
paracrine mechanism of action.
Capillary density assessed by isolectin-IB4-stained ECs was also assessed in the infarct, border
and remote zone of animals subjected to a 7-day MI to determine whether enhanced
angiogenesis was translated in a pathological model. The same longitudinally sectioned slides
used to quantitate Ki67-positive proliferating ECs from figure 3.11(b), were used for this
experiment. No significant difference was observed between the α1A-AR TG mice and their
NTLs in all zones, including their shams (figure 3.11(c)). This data contradicted our initial
findings at baseline, where increased capillary density was evident in α1A-AR TG mice by >4fold (figure 3.2(c)). However it is important to note that the data presented in figure 3.2 was
derived from transversely cut LV sections with significantly increased capillary density present
in the mid-ventricular region. By contrast, longitudinally cut LV sections used to analyze
capillary density post-MI were not comparable due to the high degree of capillary anisotropy in
the myocardium caused by variations in the direction of sectioning (Egginton and Johnston
1983). In other words, enhanced capillary tortuosity interweaved amongst CMs results in some
capillaries cut cross-sectionally with exposure of the EC-lined lumen (>15μm in diameter) or
long fibers with exposure of intact ECs running in parallel across the outer capillary wall
(Charifi, Kadi et al. 2004). For the purpose of this study we only counted cross-sectionally cut
capillaries because they were easier to identify and distinguish from one another. Therefore we
relied upon the well-established transverse-section method because of the greater tendency for
cross-sectionally cut capillaries to be present and limited variability in capillary size.
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4.2.4 HIF-1α is up-regulated in ischaemic myocardial tissue at 7-days post-MI
HIF-1α mRNA expression was significantly up-regulated in the infarct region of the LV
myocardium exposed to severe hypoxic insult within both α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs
compared to their respective shams (figure 3.13). However no difference was observed between
the α1A-AR TG group and their NTLs. Although our findings indicated increased neoangiogenesis to be present in the infarct, border and remote zones of mice at 7 days post-MI,
upstream HIF-1α-mediated VEGF-A activation did not support nor confirm a mechanistic
correlation between HIF-1α and angiogenesis in vivo. Our results however did prove limiting as
we were unable to identify or measure the length of time required for HIF-1α to become
stabilized in our mouse model, and for low oxygen tension conditions to revert to normal and
illicit HIF-1α to become biochemically degraded. HIF-1α is a short-lived protein that is
maintained at minimal levels in normoxia, and becomes strongly induced in hypoxic cells.
However, as rapidly as HIF-1α is induced, it is even more rapidly degraded upon re-oxygenation
of hypoxic cells (Wang, Jiang et al. 1995). One study using HeLa cells indicated that an increase
in the duration of hypoxic treatment from 1 hour to 8 hours reduced the half-life of HIF-1α by 5fold (Berra, Richard et al. 2001), indicating the rate of HIF-1α degradation to be dependent upon
the duration of hypoxic stress. This could suggest that our selected time frame of 7 days
myocardial hypoxia treatment induced by MI, may have deterred our ability to effectively
measure the true HIF-1α mRNA levels due to the unrecognized constraints of its rapid
degradation and translation. A separate study went on further to demonstrate that HIF-1α
mRNA was not significantly increased during the transition from normoxia to hypoxia, whereas
HIF-1α protein levels increased markedly in hypoxic HeLa cells (Huang, Gu et al. 1998). These
results established that during normoxia the rapid decrease of HIF-1 binding onto HREs of
target genes correlated with the rate of HIF-1α decay (T1/2 <5 min) (Huang, Gu et al. 1998),
suggesting a more stringent consideration into the half-life of HIF-1α is necessary in our future
studies.
VEGF-A as a downstream HIF-1 target gene was also analyzed in LV myocardial tissue
subjected to 7-days MI. VEGF-A mRNA expression post-MI in both α1A-AR TG mice and their
NTLs appeared to be significantly down-regulated in the infarct, border and remote zone
compared to their respective shams (figure 3.12), contrasting from our prior data showing
increased capillary density post-MI (figure 3.11) and at baseline (figure 3.2(c)). Furthermore, no
difference in VEGF-A mRNA expression was observed between the α1A-AR TG mice and their
NTLs, suggesting one of three explanations i) VEGF-A expression is not the primary paracrine
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agent or independently sufficient enough to induce neo-angiogenesis in the myocardium via
α1A-AR-signalling at baseline, or post-MI. ii) Due to the duration of ischaemic insult, LV
remodelling and infarct expansion reduce the viable area over which angiogenesis is taking
place (Li, Brown et al. 1996), subsequently reducing VEGFR-VEGF-A- angiogenic interactions
in areas of necrosis. Or iii) As discussed earlier, at 7-days post-MI, VEGF-A undergoes rapid
transcriptional and translational changes, whereby mRNA and protein levels are elevated within
the first12 hours post-MI and slowly decrease after day 1 (Zhao, Zhao et al. 2010). The timepoint at which VEGF-A expression was measured in vivo, with similar respects to HIF-1α,
suggest our data requires further evaluation focusing on the onset/acute MI period (within 24
hours), where a majority of angiogenesis-related post-transcriptional modifications occur.
4.3 Aim 2. Investigate the mechanism(s) involved in α1A-AR-mediated angiogenesis within
the myocardium
4.3.1 Activation of the α1A-AR in isolated CMs induces VEGF-A expression
CMs from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs were treated with α1A-AR-specific agonist A61603
for 48 hours to determine whether VEGF-A expression was directly induced by stimulation of
the α1A-AR, and thus responsible for CM-EC cross-talk. VEGF-A mRNA expression was upregulated at baseline prior to α1A-AR-agonist stimulation in untreated CMs from α1A-AR TG
mice compared to their NTLS (~3-fold) (figure 3.14(a)), indicating that α1A-AR overexpression
promotes enhanced VEGF-A mRNA transcription, which is a potent up-stream regulator of
angiogenesis, as discussed above.
In addition, CM cultures from α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs were treated with A61603
agonist (25nM) either with or without the α1-AR antagonist ‘prazosin’ to identify α1A-AR’s
stimulatory role in VEGF-A transcription and translation. No significant difference in VEGF-A
mRNA levels was observed in prazosin-containing treatment groups compared to untreated
CMs of α1A-AR TG mice and their NTLs, indicating successful inhibition of the α1-AR
pathways. By contrast, 48-hour treatment of NTL CMs with 25nM A61603 was sufficient for
stimulating transcriptional up-regulation of VEGF-A mRNA (~4-fold) (figure 3.14(a)) and
secreted VEGF-A protein (~2-fold) levels (figure 3.15) compared to untreated NTL CMs. This
data taken together with the observed prazosin-mediated inhibition of VEGF-A, identified
VEGF-A mRNA expression to be regulated by the α1-AR family, with pronounced agonistic
affect achieved by the α1A-AR. However, no significant difference in CM-secreted VEGF-A
protein levels was apparent in α1A-AR TG CM cultures treated with either A61603 or prazosin,
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compared to untreated α1A-AR TG CMs (figure 3.15). This post-translational modification was
not consistent with our observed transcriptional changes whereby, VEGF-A mRNA expression
in α1A-AR TG CMs was significantly increased (~2-fold) compared to their respective NTL
group (figure 3.14(b)). These results suggested that α1A-AR-overexpression by 66-fold on the
CM cell surface allows for increased agonist binding sights, and thus a greater level of VEGF-A
gene transcription. Since VEGF-A translation and protein synthesis were also up-regulated in
CMs of NTL mice with normal α1A-AR expression, our data provides evidence in support of
CMs having a direct stimulatory role on VEGF-A production through the α1A-AR.
Additional experiments including: immunofluorescence for extracellular VEGF-A detection,
ligand binding assays and increasing the current sample size are necessary to confirm the direct
effects of α1A-AR overexpression on VEGF-A mRNA. Future investigations should aim to
quantify the extent to which VEGF-A translocation from the CM nucleus to the cytoplasmic
compartment is achieved post-α1A-AR agonist stimulation, and its efficiency in protein
synthesis. This may explain the unchanged level of VEGF-A translated into protein in TG CMs,
compared to the increased VEGF-A transcriptional activity reported in our study.
4.3.2 α1A-AR activation in CMs stimulates angiogenesis via a VEGF-A paracrine
mechanism of action
To elucidate the mechanism regulating α1A-AR-stimualted angiogenesis, we employed a
matrigel assay where HUVECs were cultured on a liquid laminin/collagen matrix. The assay
was used to measure the ability of HUVECs to form tube-like structures in the presence of
either: control EBM medium containing supplements, 25nM A61603, or MEM untreated
conditioned CM culture medium extracted from previously cultured α1A-AR TG and NTL CMs
for 6 hours. HUVECs supplemented with control EBM medium from both α1A-AR TG and NTL
CMs formed vast interconnecting tubule-like structures in the shape of a polygonal lattice. This
control EBM medium treatment group was used as a positive control for mimicking
angiogenesis under favourable HUVEC growth conditions (figure 3.16(a)). In the presence of
untreated conditioned medium (MEM medium used for CM culture that lacks added growth
factors), tube-like structures appeared disoriented, unbranched and sparse. The quality and
quantity of these tube-like structures was dramatically enhanced with 25nM A61603-treated
conditioned medium derived from NTL CMs (~29% relative to untreated conditioned CM
medium) (figure 3.16(a & b)). No significant difference was evident in HUVECs supplemented
with 25nM A61603-treated conditioned medium from α1A-AR TG CMs concurring with our
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previous results from figure 3.15, where no change in VEGF-A protein levels was observed in
the 25nM A61603-treated conditioned medium of α1A-AR TG CMs. Collectively the data
demonstrates that upon activation of the α1A-AR, CM-secretion of angiogenic growth factor(s),
in particular VEGF-A, is required for EC growth, maturation and propagation. Therefore the
α1A-AR expressed on the CM cell surface appears to initiate an angiogenic response by
mobilizing ECs to form microvessel sprouts via a paracrine mechanism, ultimately enhancing
myocardial angiogenesis and thus perfusion.
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5.1 Future Directions
Angiogenesis has generated great interest for its promise as a novel therapeutic technique in
treating ischaemic heart disease, particularly for patients that are not eligible for the currently
established therapeutic alternatives. Augmentation of physiological neovascularization in the
ischaemic myocardium has been demonstrated by numerous studies, through application of gene
therapy, growth factors, drugs and surgical manipulation. However pro-angiogenic-based
therapies used in clinical trials to promote reperfusion have shown very little success long-term
on morbidity and mortality related to chronic human ischaemic disease (Kastrup 2003, Tongers,
Losordo et al. 2011). While the present study has made significant progress into elucidating the
role of the α1A-AR in enhanced angiogenesis within the normal myocardium, there are still
many unanswered questions as to the effectiveness of such an adaptation in the diseased
myocardium.
Cardiovascular diseases are often associated with dysfunction of the coronary vasculature and
microvasculature. Although we have shown enhanced angiogenesis (increased capillary density)
and increased VEGF-A production through α1A-AR stimulation to be beneficial in attenuated
myocardial ischaemia, apoptosis and infarct expansion, the extent and relevance to which this
enhanced perfusion can directly stimulate CM and EC proliferation long-term is yet to be
confirmed. Previous studies have shown EPC-induced angiogenesis in the infarcted
myocardium to stimulate CM proliferation (Schuster, Kocher et al. 2004) and survival (Kocher,
Schuster et al. 2001). Whereas ischaemia-reperfusion studies utilizing α1A-AR overexpression in
rats have reported the instigation of an ERK-survival signalling pathway to be critical for
promoting cardioprotection through reduced infarct size and increased myocardial salvage
(Zhao, Park et al. 2012). While the present study clearly shows a strong association between
improved cardiac outcome post-MI and α1A-AR overexpression, our in vivo data was
inconclusive in identifying whether MEK inhibition successfully suppressed or encouraged
cardioprotection. Consequently, further troubleshooting in regards to the efficacy, dosage and
half-life of the MEK inhibitor compound U0126 in circulation is necessary to delineate the
therapeutic implications that α1A-AR activation can have on stimulating myocardial
angiogenesis in response to pathological ischaemia.
In the present study we identified VEGF-A to be the predominant pro-angiogenic signalling
molecule that is up-regulated in vivo in α1A-AR TG mice and rats at baseline, and to be involved
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in mediating CM-EC interactions upon stimulation of the α1A-AR in vitro. Whether CMsecreted VEGF-A’s pro-angiogenic effect is directly responsible for the observed enhanced
angiogenesis and myocardial perfusion within α1A-AR TG animals requires further confirmation
through VEGF-A loss-of-function and inhibitory studies applicable to our current mouse model.
Direct VEGF-A inhibition in our mouse model could be applied by multiple modalities, such as:
intravenous injection of an adenoviral vector encoding a decoy VEGF-A receptor to prevent
sufficient VEGF-A/VEGFR2 binding (Izumiya, Shiojima et al. 2006) or by intravenous
injections of the acute VEGF-A inhibitory compound SU5416 (Vajkoczy, Menger et al. 1999).
Both studies have been extensively used for short-term inhibition within murine models,
however for a more long-term study it would be most beneficial to develop a novel cardiacspecific VEGFR2 knockout α1A-AR TG mouse model to observe whether sufficient α1A-AR
overexpression counterbalances the anti-angiogenic effects of VEGFR2 gene deletion and the
subsequent inability to bind VEGF-A ligand.
In continuation of this study, our lab is in the process of developing for the first time a cardiacrestricted tamoxifen-induced conditional knockout (icKO) of the α1A-AR in mice. This α1A-AR
icKO line will serve as a more refined model compared to its extensively used predecessor the
ABKO mouse line that lacks myocardial-expression of both α1A- and α1B-ARs, making it more
difficult to identify the specific function of α1A-ARs. By utilizing a α1A-AR loss-of-function
mouse model, we can further confirm the biological relevance of the α1A-AR in eliciting
neovascularization at baseline, and whether the adaptive advantage of enhanced myocardial
perfusion is lost. Theoretically, in support of our ongoing hypothesis we would expect to
observe the opposite response to enhanced angiogenesis presented in this current study. Cardiacrestricted α1A-AR icKO mice should present with reduced myocardial capillary density at
baseline, and when subjected to MI should have exacerbated LV remodelling and reduced
survival.

5.2 Concluding remarks
The results obtained from this study have revealed a paracrine mechanism of action mediated by
the α1A-AR that is important for the cross-talk between CMs and ECs in instigating myocardial
angiogenesis. We have identified VEGF-A as the predominant pro-angiogenic paracrinesignalling molecule that is necessary for promoting enhanced myocardial perfusion, further
supporting our hypothesis. Our data indicates that direct stimulation of the α1A-AR, results in
up-regulated VEGF-A mRNA expression in CMs that may correlate to greater translation into
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VEGF-A protein. CM-secreted protein present in the extracellular matrix is then free to bind
onto VEGFR2 expressed on ECs, triggering their mobilization into tubule formation.
Given that α1A-AR overexpression induces enhanced contractility, it has been suggested that the
increased α1-AR expression and decreased β-AR expression associated with cardiovascular
diseases such as pressure overload, ischaemia and heart failure in humans may be an adaptive
response to preserve cardiac function (Woodcock, Du et al. 2008). We have put forth here the
discovery of an enhanced angiogenesis-related adaptation that is present in the developed
myocardium prior to experimental conditioning and occurs as a direct response to increased α1AAR expression. We have established the mechanistic role of α1A-AR as a mediator of
angiogenesis; specifically α1A-AR expressed on CMs within the myocardium produces VEGF-A
that binds directly onto VEGFRs on the EC surface, initiating their activation. A few
unanswered questions remain to be investigated, including whether VEGF-A production alone is
sufficient to stimulate and sustain angiogenesis long-term? And if so whether the enhanced
angiogenic potential exerted via α1A-AR signalling could protect the myocardium against
maladaptive remodelling? Further investigative unraveling of the mechanisms underlying
angiogenesis, vessel maturation, and cardiomyocyte-endothelial cell cross-talk in the normal and
pathological myocardium would ultimately pave way for the development of novel and efficient
angiogenesis-targeting therapeutics for treatment of vascular and ischaemic-myocardial
conditions.
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